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COLERIDGE AS AN INTERPRETER OP GERMAN IDEALISM 

Chapter I 

Introduction 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834), known to students 

of English literature as the author of the Anclent Mariner, 

also deserves recognition In histories of speculative 

thought. To clothe mystery in nature’s familiar garb, to 

make the miraculous appear normal, distinguish his poetic 

efforts and achievements. But this attempt to make the 

supernatural seem natural was no mere whim or experiment. 

It describes Coleridge’s basic attitude toward human expe¬ 

rience, and when formulated, determines the fundamental doc¬ 

trines of his idealismi His philosophical thinking repre¬ 

sents an attempt to provide for elements of feeling and 

unreasoned belief, which are usually declared unorthodox in 

any rational account of human nature, precisely on a rational 

basis. He has said that all men are born either Platonists 

or Aristotelians, and his mind's early accomodation for abso¬ 

lute concepts mark^him as of the former# The fantastic 

imagery of his poetry matures into logically formulated phil¬ 

osophical concepts; pure feeling is wedded to intelligence; 

idle day dreaming becomes polemical» Efforts to create 

beauty in poetic imagery are enlisted in a search for the 

grounds of the existence of beauty. Thus, it is primarily 

as a philosopher rather than as a poet that we are to think 
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of Coleridge in the present inquiry* 

Our problem concerns the analysis of Coleridge’s philos¬ 

ophy as a revised statement of German Idealism; also, since 

many of his transcendental principles were conceived in oppo¬ 

sition to the conventional doctrines of the day, we shall 

note, where pertinent, his reaction to a British empiricist 

tradition Inclining toward hedonism in ethics and atheism in 

religion. Coleridge was an idealist, and he evinced an undis¬ 

guised hostility toward any system of ideas which failed to 

recognize man’s essentially spiritual nature. Hence, he 

regarded British empiricism as defective in basic principles; 

to correct these defects in metaphysics, morals, and aesthet¬ 

ics, Coleridge employs a method which he adopted from Kant 

and Schelling. 

Coleridge believed that England’s metaphysical thinking 

was confused and that a too narrow conception of mind brought 

on the confusion. This cramped view of mind found its most 

typical expression in the doctrine of Assoclationism which 

was developed by Locke’s successors. For these men the only 

available material for knowledge consisted in sensations. 

Mind itself was no active contributor in the knowledge pro¬ 

cess. Locke himself did not trace out all of the possible 

implications of his doctrine. Despite the empirical limita¬ 

tions which he placed on the mind, he was unable to recognize 

in this restriction either its sceptical or its materialistic 

implications. His empiricism acknowledged the existence of 
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spirits as well as bodies, and above them both, the existence 

of God. But this empiricist type of metaphysics apparently 

admitted of a variety of conflicting interpretations. Berkeley 

expounded the doctrine in idealistic terms, whereas such 

thinkers as Toland, Hartley, and Priestley in England, and 

Condillac, and after him more definitely La Mettrie and Holbach 

in France, converted Locke’s empirical epistemology into a 

materialistic metaphysics. The view of mind as a mere mechan¬ 

ical contrivance inclined to an explicit hedonism in ethics 

and to a less and less qualified atheism in religion. The 

human understanding was felt to be a capable instrument suf¬ 

ficient unto Itself. It was not an unapproachable mystery, 

and Locke’s failure to detect innate ideas within its matrix 

eliminated from human experience at least one possibility of 

a spiritual element. A thorough sensationalistic psychology 

recognizes only material forces. However, a too rigid adher¬ 

ence to sensationalism Involves human intelligence in inex¬ 

tricable difficulties. If knowledge is limited to our imme¬ 

diate impressions, then what right have we to speak of uni¬ 

versal and necessary concepts? How are we justified in speak¬ 

ing of God, or Immortality, or even of causality? In Hume, 

a self-critical human reason had spent its force searching for 

firm footing in empiricism, but failing to discover one, 

yielded to sceptical reflections. Coleridge responded with 

his view of mind as self-determined organizing spiritual 

activity. 
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Coleridge also felt the necessity of an intellectual 

change to correct what he regarded as a perverted and shallow 

ethics. Locke’s epistemology, rather than his ethical theory, 

allowed his less devout followers to develop an ethical 

hedonism. Pleasure, they maintained, is the highest good, and 

the supreme principle of morality may be stated as the greatest 

happiness for the greatest number of people. Moral conduct 

based on self-love assumes a social aspect when the individual 

discovers that only as he acts in accordance with the best 

interests of his fellowmen is he most likely to obtain more 

than passing pleasures for himself. Principles of morality are 

derived from experience, and experience has found that the only 

valid criterion of a moral act is that act’s tendency to pro¬ 

mote the general welfare. In opposition to this general state¬ 

ment, Coleridge felt that moral approbation is grounded on 

principles of a more permanent and necessary character than 

mere individual feelings of pleasure and pain. Hedonism con¬ 

fused prudence with morality, whereas pure moral activity pre¬ 

supposes an & priori law of conscience which operates in the 

conscious self to determine acts of the will which are good in 

themselves apart from any expected rewards. The moral law, as 

derived from the concept of freedom rather than sense experi¬ 

ence, prescribes duties and obligations independently of incli¬ 

nations. Since the moral law in its determination of the will 

is unconditioned, the maxims of the individual may be univer¬ 

salized. This is the true test of moral conduct. 
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Coleridge also "believed himself Justified in revising 

eighteenth century aesthetic theories# Hartley and his school 

had attempted to explain the reactions of the human mind, as 

it contemplates the Beautiful and the Sublime, in terms of 

painful and pleasurable ideas previously associated with beau¬ 

tiful and sublime objects# Sensationallstic psychology pro¬ 

hibits a creative view of mind, hence all that fine art may 

claim for itself is a mere Imitation of nature# To explain 

nature is to explain art# But the eighteenth century never 

developed an adequate philosophy of nature# Once the universe 

is defined in purely causal terms, what can be said about 

nature? It is merely a matrix of objects. Furthermore, 

England had not developed any fundamental principles governing 

taste. If parts of an art-creation appeared faulty, then the 

whole was condemned without further ado# Due to the influ¬ 

ence of eighteenth century classical standards, the genius of 

Shakespeare was misjudged; he seemed wild and barbaric; he 

violated the sacred unities; he ignored all conceptions of 

morality# Coleridge’s own genius seemed to lie in the field 

of literary criticism, and we are indebted to him not only for 

his work in connection with Wordsworth, but also in helping to 

establish the true worth of Shakespeare# He developed a prin¬ 

ciple of organic unity in his literary criticisms which he 

used to refute eighteenth century aesthetic ideas# Each true 

work of art must disclose a unity in its multiplicity, and 

each particular part must be made the means, not the end of 
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the whole. Universal standards were lacking In eighteenth 

century Judgments of taste, and Coleridge proposed to erect 

these needed criteria* 

We have indicated the fields which Coleridge proposed to 

investigate in his formulation of idealistic principles and 

in his attack on eighteenth century thought* Despite the 

ardor and the genuine sincerity which distinguish his efforts 

his own personal longings for a comforting idealism lead him 

to adopt a method which is neither systematic nor logically 

rigorous* His thinking is always colored by a personal bias, 

and for that reason his attack is less effectual, though 

extremely interesting from a psychological point of view. 

Coleridge gives too much time to an introspective analysis to 

ever reach any comprehensive conclusions in philosophy* How¬ 

ever, it is the personal problem which inspires his philosoph 

leal thinking as well as limits it* Coleridge found in human 

nature principles which an empirical psychology could never 

explain, and his own intellectual growth is his best argument 

for these spiritual principles* He was early beset with pro¬ 

blems of mind and of life in general, and his early Platonic 

training served all the more to reinforce his own idealistic 

principles* He tells us that "at a very premature age, even 

before my fifteenth year, I had bewildered myself in metaphy¬ 

sics, and in the theological controversy* Neoplatonic meta 

physics soon gave way to the associationism of Hartley, whom 

he admired at one time to the extent of naming a son for him* 
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But Hartley had no place for human feelings and passions such 

as Coleridge so often exhibited* Coleridge*s spiritual con¬ 

victions remained unexplained. But this doctrine did invite 

him to turn to the study of Priestley and Godwin, from whom 

he borrowed the idea of Necessity* However, the Unitarianism 

of these men soon proved itself to be as incapable of explain¬ 

ing Coleridge*s religious feelings as Associationism had been. 

Consequently, by 1799 he had overthrown this entire Locke- 

Hartleyean tradition in favor of what he called a "free active 

energy" in the mind of man. He spent his entire life in an 

effort to establish this spiritual energy on a logical basis. 

These efforts required that he reinterpret mind and thought 

as being creative rather than passive. Hence his method con¬ 

sisted in distinguishing "by one means or another, between 

thinking that was dynamic, imaginative, and fertile, and the 

relatively passive thing that often went by its name. He 

tried method after method of bringing the distinction home, 

contrasting now thought with.mere attention, now the imagina¬ 

tion with the fancy, and again, and more frequently, the 

reason with the understanding."2 With a vague feeling for 

this inner creative principle in man, he approached Spinoza 

with the intention of giving the principle a formal expres¬ 

sion, but as Coleridge himself points out, he saw no way to 

reconcile revealed religion with Spinoza's pantheism.^ 

Coleridge writes of himself, "After I had successively 

studied in the schools of Locke, Berkeley, Leibniz, and 
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Hartley, and could find In none of them an abiding place for 

reason (Coleridge’s creative energy), I began to ask myself, 

Is a system of philosophy, as different from mere history and 

historic classification possible?"^1 Coleridge was seeking for 

finite personality, and also for eternal principles within it* 

"For a long time," Coleridge tells us, WI was unable to recon¬ 

cile personality with Infinity and my head was with Spinoza, 

though my whole heart remained with Paul and John* ”5 Coleridge 

encountered this same difficulty in his many and varied dis¬ 

cussions with Wordsworth on the nature of the poetic faculty* 

How could the new Romantic doctrines of individual personality 

be Justified on a sensationalistlc basis? How was the creative 

imagination to be explained except in terms of an indwelling 

spiritual principle? There must be truths higher than the mere 

understanding; there must be values which the mere association 

of ideas cannot account for* 

Coleridge does not have to search long for his ”free 

active energy” because it is most clearly exhibited in his own 

mental history* In his passage from Plotinus to Hartley and 

and to Spinoza, with the consequent rejection of each of these 

systems, he is preparing his mind for the final reception of 

German Transcendentalism wherein he found principles closely 

resembling those which he had already worked out for himself* 

So we are not to infer that Transcendentalism, when it reached 

Coleridge, was totally strange* He is careful to point out 

how he had also become convinced that religion must have a 
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moral origin, and that the human Intelligence could never 

explain spiritual experience. After writing of his ineffec¬ 

tual attempt to prove God’s existence hy concepts of the under¬ 

standing, he says, ”Yet there had dawned upon me, even before 

I had met with the ’’Critique of Pure Reason,” a certain guid¬ 

ing light. If the intellect could make no certain discovery 

of a holy and intelligent first cause, it might yet supply a 

demonstration, that no legitimate argument could be drawn from 

the intellect against its truth.In German philosophy, 

Coleridge found a congenial method by means of which he con¬ 

structed somewhat loosely a religious idealism in England to 

replace the sensationalistlc psychology of the eighteenth 

century. We are not directly concerned with measuring the 

degree of success with which Coleridge wielded this new instru¬ 

ment; the significance of his attempt resides in the fact that 

a spiritual philosophy was introduced into English thought 

after a century of mechanistic thinking. The fact that he 

stirred up only a weak Immediate response does not mean that 

his efforts were fruitless, for without his groundwork in 

acquainting the English mind with the ideas and principles 

of a spiritual philosophy, the later British Neohegelian 

idealism would have been bought at a dearer price. Coleridge 

stands at the crossroads where a great many ideas—new and 

old and hybrid—meet, rebound, and fuse together* Philosoph¬ 

ical books are replete with the clash of such ideas as util¬ 

itarianism, rationalism, and mechanism against the newer 
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ones—romanticism, dynamism, and spiritualism# Then there is 

the heterogeneous group—stragglers, devotees, and misanthropes; 

sentimentalists, Tractarians, Jacobins# Through all the 

storm and stress and radicalism involved in so manifold a 

revolution in ways of thinking, Coleridge, by means of his 

firm anchorage in Platonism and in German Idealism, held to his 

belief that humanity is imbued with a dynamic spiritual force 

which gives individual men a superior value in this life and 

in the next to come. 



Chapter II 

Metaphysics 

We have noted Coleridge's efforts to reach a view of 

mind which would allow for the possibility of both a creative 

activity and a unique personality without assuming the neces¬ 

sity of a Supreme Being* Wo system of thought then available 

could comply with these metaphysical demands, and he was almost 

forced to the sceptical conclusion that all mind could do was 

observe, collect, and classify* At this opportune time, 

Coleridge's friends, the Wedgwoods, made it possible for him 

to continue his philosophical training in Germany, and finding 

German Idealism not uncongenial to Christian dogma as well as 

admitting an intrinsic spontaneity to mind, he thereafter 

became Its prophet in England* 

We may distinguish three stages in his metaphysical devel¬ 

opment* The first, and by far the most profound, is the period 

of the Kantian Influence* From 1822 to 1827* Coleridge dicta¬ 

ted a two-volume treatise on logic to an informal class in 

philosophy. These volumes are in places little more than a 

loose translation of Kant's Critique of Pure Reason* Miss 

Snyder believes that had this treat is.e been published—it 

remains in manuscript form even now—Coleridge would have been 

condemned as a plagiarist* But perhaps we cannot be certain 

whether he regarded this treatise as expressing the results of 

his own independent investigations, or as a mere commentary on 

Kant* The likely truth of this latter theory would point to 
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Coleridge as the first interpreter of transcendentalism in 

England. Coleridge early identified himself with the body of 

ideas which Kant had laboriously formulated. By 1799 he amazed 

Kant’s own fellow countrymen by his understanding of transcen¬ 

dental principles which even they themselves found incompre¬ 

hensible. H. Crabb Robinson described Coleridge’s mind at 

this time as being more German than English. He looked upon 

Kant’s principles of logic as the "final and complete analysis 

of our knowing faculty." "For considered as a Logic (it) is 

Irrefragable; as philosophy it will be exempt from opposition 

and cease to be questionable only when the soul of Aristotle 

shall have become one with the soul of Plato....It is 

strange that Coleridge, described by J.S. Mill as precisely 

the questioner of things established, should regard Kant’s 

epistemological analysis of mind as final and unquestionably 

established. He admits as valid Kant’s entire architectonic; 

he accepts the tables of Judgments and categories and enter¬ 

tains the notion of things in themselves. He reaffirms the 

deduction of the categories, and their relation to the pure 

forms of intuition. These categories compose an "Inventory 

of all the original pure conceptions or synthetic forms that 

the understanding contains in itself and a priori..... 

Coleridge reemphasizes Kant’s Transcendental Aesthetic, and 

restates Kant's treatment of analytic and synthetic Judgments; 

he argues that mathematical reasoning is composed of esthetic /V 
Judgments a priori. 
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It Is difficult to explain Coleridge*s generally unqual¬ 

ified acceptance of the principles of the Critique of Pure 

Reason unless we recall that the Critique regards mind as com¬ 

mitted solely to the organization of experiential data; it is 

properly lacking in metaphysical significance* But Coleridge 

seeks to provide for mind*s creative activity, for its uncon¬ 

ditioned character, that is, his task is a metaphysical and 

not a logical one* So toward the end of his MS* Logic we hear 

the typical Coleridgean warning that we must also consider 

what logic is not and cannot effect in order to escape "the 

delusion of Superstition on the one hand, and the Sophisms of 

a faithless sensuality on the other, that have originated from 

the undue elevation of Logic and the Understanding as a logical 

faculty to an equal rank with Philosophy and Reason, or the 

undue degradation of the human Soul by subjecting all truth to 

conceptions formed by the senses, or to the notion which the 

Understanding makes for Itself by reflection on its own pro¬ 

cesses* "3 Thus Coleridge is anxious to extend his speculations 
% 

-beyond a possible realm of sense-experience to a metaphysics 

whose content must yield the explanation of its own existence* 

He accepts as valid the theoretical powers of the understanding 

as incompetent to achieve such a metaphysics, but his alle¬ 

giance to Platonism together with his personal religious faith 

renders Kant*s rational ethical metaphysics Inadequate; it 

fails to exhaust all of the possible meanings of metaphysics* 

Kant*s metaphysics was too intellectual, too formal; it failed 
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to recognize the significance of individual feeling, hence it 

could not even supply a complete answer to the Issues to which 

it gave rise* Though religion is moral in origin, it is more 

than a mere postulate of morality; it is a living experience 

given immediately in intuition and is spiritual. 

While contemplating the possibility of the religious expe¬ 

rience, and of God as the necessary ground of all reality, 

Coleridge becomes suspicious of Kant*s dualism. Are we bound 

to adhere to the dualistic notion of the world as determined 

causality and as undetermined freedom, as speculative and prac¬ 

tical? How are we to reach a unity of principle? If the idea 

of a Supreme Being is "necessarily implied in all particular 

modes of being," then personality is swallowed up in an lndis- 

criminating pantheism. But if we start with the world of pos¬ 

sible experience as a causal order, then we are faced with an 

equally untenable infinite regress. But how is the existence 

of the objective world possible at all? It must be "assumed 

by logical necessity arising from the constitution of the mind 

itself."^ Hence the postulate of all philosophy must be the 

"heaven-descended" Know Thyself, and "its primary ground can 

be neither merely speculative or merely practical, but both in 

one."5 It is the business of philosophy to explain the possi¬ 

bility and the necessity of the coincidence of an object with 

a subject in which union knowledge originates. During the act 

of knowledge the two have become one; consequently no priority ' 

can be established from that evidence, and that is the only 
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evidence available* We must then conclude that both faculties 

depend upon a higher principle which is itself not a form of 

being but the highest type of knowing; it is self-conscious¬ 

ness, the source and principle of all possible knowledge* 

This notion of self-consciousness is not to be confused with 

the corresponding Kantian notion; it is for Coleridge an act 

and is more accurately described as will, not simply pure form* 

Thus, condemning Fichte and Schelling for criticizing 

Kant, Coleridge makes a similar advance* The dependence on 

Schelling is only temporary, for Coleridge on the whole dis¬ 

trusts him. He writes to J*H. Green in 1817, "Of Schelling's 

Theology and Theanthroposophy, the telescopic stars and nebulae 

are too many for my grasp of eye* Schelling is too ambitious, 

too eager to be the Grand Seignior of the allelnsellg Philoso¬ 

phie to be altogether a trustworthy philosopher*Coleridge 

later revises this statement and proudly cites his acknowledg¬ 

ments to Schelling* Fichte's philosophy is on the whole too 

austere and unrelenting for Coleridge's more pious type of 

mind* His moral system is "but a caricature of Kant's, or 

rather, he is a Zeno, with the cowl, rope, and sackcloth of a 

Carthusian monk. His metaphysics have gone by; but he hath 

merit of having prepared the ground for, and laid the first 

stone of, the dynamic philosophy by the substitution of an Act 

for a Thing*"? 

Coleridge's final statement of metaphysics is his own, 

and represents a more or less ineffectual attempt to impose a 
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Christian doctrine of faith upon Kant’s transcendentalism and 

Schelling’s philosophy of nature* The result is a curious 

combination of German Idealism with Platonic Ideas capped off 

with a religious statement of faith. 

Let us now examine the development of Coleridge’s meta¬ 

physical system in greater detail, lingering over those doc¬ 

trines which he himself felt to be so vital. He freely ac- 
♦ 

knowledges his great indebtedness to Kant, the "lllustrous 

sage of Konigsberg, the founder of the Critical Philosophy,” 

who, more than any other, invigorated and disciplined his 

understanding, so that he was able to say that Kant’s origi¬ 

nality, depth, subtlety, and clearness, "took possession of 

me as with a giant’s hand."® He admired in Kant what he him¬ 

self most lacked: system and coherence. Coleridge bases his 

entire philosophy upon the distinction between reason and the 

understanding (as higher and lower faculties of the mind, 

presently to be explained) î his metaphysics is concerned to 

establish this distinction. Coleridge postulates a dual order 

of reality, the world of nature and the world of freedom; 

hence he requires distinct faculties of the mind to account 

for the possibility of the existence of these two realms. He 

was convinced that the ultimately real could be defined only 

in spiritual terms, but he was not prepared to djeny altogether 

the existence of material forces. This basic metaphysical 

distinction of the faculties of the mind, as he construed it, 

was designed to reconcile the two conflicting -demands made 
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upon It by the world of experience and the moral law* Assocl- 

atlonism erred In that it placed its trust In the understand¬ 

ing alone* Coleridge recognized this lower faculty in its 

proper reference, but we shall find that his dominant religious 

interests caused him to confine his investigations almost 

entirely to those spiritual principles which are known through 

reason. Since the basis of Coleridge’s metaphysics consists 

in the distinction between reason and the understanding, and 

since they were suggested to him by the new Critical Philoso¬ 

phy, we should briefly review Kant’s analysis of them. 

Coleridge’s conception of the understanding corresponds roughly 

to that given in Kant's Transcendental Analytic, and his notion 

of reason agrees, at least in one stage of his thinking, with 

the practical reason of Kant's moral philosophy. Coleridge 

also recognizes a faculty of sensibility, corresponding to that 

in Kant's Transcendental Aesthetic, but he neither formulated 

its principles nor indicated its limits. 

The philosophical development which claimed a Just superi¬ 

ority for reason in opposition to tradition and authority, 

reached its culmination in the rationalism of Leibniz, and in 

the empiricism of Locke. Leibniz believed that he had formu¬ 

lated a metaphysics as logically rigorous as any valid syllo¬ 

gism. But the rational process itself remained uncriticized. 

Reason had never examined its own powers. So it became the 

chief merit of Hume to challenge the certainty of knowledge 

derived from human intelligence alone. Hume's sceptical con- 
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elusions imposed upon Kant the task of proving how universal 

and necessary knowledge of sensible objects were possible* 

His answer to Hume also involved a refutation of rationalistic 

metaphysics* A priori knowledge of sensible objects .is pos¬ 

sible, but it is confined wholly within the range of possible 

experience* 

Knowledge must originate in sense perceptions; therefore, 

ideas of the ultimate nature of the universe can never be 

known. Kant’s problem then was to examine the nature of the 

knowing faculty and to Justify its activity in rendering syn¬ 

thetic a priori Judgments* How can empirical data, which 

enter the mind as sense impressions, assume a universally valid 

character, and what are the limits of knowledge? The answer 

must explain how sensations are built up into percepts, and 

percepts into concepts by pointing out the a priori elements 

in experience* 

Kant begins by indicating the necessary preconditions of 

perceptions in the minds space and time* These give form to 

the content of sensations; the very process of representing 

objects in space and time brings these objects into being, for 

perception Involves necessarily spatial-temporal reference. 

Perceptions alone, however, do not constitute knowledge, 

although they are requisite to it. Not until the multiplicity 

of percepts are sn^heslzed into the unities of concepts are /V 
Judgments forthcoming. Knowledge requires a two-fold activity* 

"Our knowledge springs from two fundamental sources of our 
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soul; the first receives representations.. the second is the 

power of knowing an object by these representations.”9 And 

again, "Without sensibility objects would not be given to us, 

without understanding they would not be thought by us.”-1-0 The 

understanding acts in definite ways because of the a priori 

logical forms of thought, the categories of the understanding, 

which are the determining factors in & Priori synthetic Judg¬ 

ments. They are the conditions which govern the organization 

of our entire sensuous experience; they act upon the flow of 

perceptions supplied by time and space and synthesize them 

into significant unities. By means of this type of snytheslz- 

ing activity, the understanding expresses Judgments. The man¬ 

ner in which Judgments are made corresponds to the way in 

which phenomena are perceived. Thus the table of categories 

parallels the table of Judgments; the logical structure of 

the understanding is one in principle with the structure of 

existence. But how is the understanding able to unify the 

manifold of our experience? Consciousness requires for its 

activity not only the apprehension but also the continual 

reproduction of the elements given in perception, and fur¬ 

ther, the synthesis of recognition; not only the synthesis 

of percepts into concepts, but the mind*s consciousness of 

itself as organizing activity. Without this synthetic unity 

of apperception no experience of the objective world is 

possible. Self-consciousness is realized in the organizing 

of experience; it is thus incapable of obtaining knowledge of 
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ultimate reality; it can never achieve a metaphysics. A nou- 

menal world may exist, but we can have no knowledge of it on 

the basis of the understanding. All that human intelligence 

can know is the course and the structure of the phenomenal 

world. 

Kant vindicated science against Humian scepticism, but 

his treatment of the knowing faculty left morality as an ideal 

incapable of ever being known, or as an activity causally 

determined. Kant analyzed the nature of moral judgments, and 

on the basis of the autonomy of the will as their supreme 

ground, he postulated a metaphysics of morality. What is the 

nature of the good act? How are we to explain motivation and 

obligation? Motivation must issue out of the unconditioned 

and undetermined law of the free being. Such an act derived 

from the moral law is free because its motives are not ante¬ 

cedent conditions or events in the causal nexus. The acts 

which we as rational beings will, express pure respect for the 

moral law, and so our moral relation to that law can be ex¬ 

pressed only in terms of duty and obligation. It is a law 

which prescribes what ought to be done in all possible cases. 

When acts are determined on the basis of this ought, they are 

good in themselves and the imperative is categorical, that is, 

unconditional, commanding acts that are to be taken as ends in 

themselves, not as means to ends. On this basis, the utilita¬ 

rian criteria of pleasure and pain command no respect. Hap¬ 

piness cannot be the supreme end of morality, nor any regard 
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of consequences be admitted as a motive* 

Rational beings acting dutifully in loyalty to the cate¬ 

gorical imperative are freet freedom follows from the nature 

of the moral law* Kant is also prepared to prove the existence 

of God and the Immortality of the soul as postulates of the 

categorical imperative* The moral law would involve itself in 

contradictions without these postulates* Kant*s first state¬ 

ment of the problem of God*s existence is perhaps not his best 

one. The highest good, which is the union of virtue and hap¬ 

piness expressed by a genuine moral act, is never forthcoming 

in the finite world; hence immortality must be assumed, and 

God must be postulated as a Divine Balancer of Accounts* 

Kant*s best argument follows from his doctrine of moral value. 

The moral law, "I ought," cannot will good acts until it is 

free of all personal references* That the will can will good 

acts Implies an objective good in the universe. The genuine 

moral judgment expresses an ideal value-to which no assignable 

limits may be attached. When man acts out of pure respect for 

the moral law, he identifies himself with and participates in 

an ideal of infinite perfection. Moral activity exhibits an 

identity with the principle of infinite worth, hence, value, 

once achieved, is achieved for all eternity. 

Coleridge bases his entire philosophy on the metaphysical 

distinction between reason and the understanding; but we shall 

see that his intense religious feelings caused him to spiritu¬ 

alize his conception of reason by infusing into it Platonic 
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and Christian ideas* If his philosophy remains Kantian in 

form, in substance it is Christian-Platonic* Kant finds a 

solution to the problem of how the mind and the world of the 

senses are built up, and of the operation of the moral law, by 

postulating a dual world order* Speculative reason makes know¬ 

ledge of the phenomenal world possible; practical reason claims 

universal validity for a supersensible world* When Coleridge 

approved of this distinction he felt that his lifelong attempt 

to reconcile personality with Infinity was drawing to a close* 

But he was soon to discover that it was only a temporary rest¬ 

ing place* It was by the help of Schelllng that he made the 

final plunge* 

Coleridge explains that his system of metaphysics "con¬ 

sists of Noetic, pertaining to reason, Logic, pertaining to the 

understanding, and Mathematics, pertaining to the senses* 

Of the latter, he has little to say except to reaffirm the 

Kantian notion of intuition, as well as the ideality of space* 

It is that faculty which furnishes the material of knowledge 

for the understanding through the organs of sense. Coleridge 

calls it an intuition or an immediate beholding which, "when 

construed by pure sense," gives birth to the science of mathe¬ 

matics* This faculty was taken directly out of Kant’s Tran¬ 

scental Aesthetics with few changes* 

The understanding "may be defined as the conception of the 

sensuous, or the faculty by which we generalize and arrange the 

phaenomena of perception: the faculty, the functions of which 
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contain the rules and constitute the possibility of outward 

12 
experience." In the operation of acquiring universal and 

necessary knowledge of sensible objects, the mental synthesis 

exhibits a triadic character* Three distinct faculties com¬ 

bine to produce j* priori synthetic Judgments* The dependence 

on Kant is obvious* "The sense perceives; the understanding, 

in its own peculiar operation, conceives; the reason or ration¬ 

alized understanding comprehends. The first is impressed through 

the organs of sense; the second combines these multifarious 

impressions into individual notions, and by reducing these 

notions to rules***.constitutes experience; the third subordi¬ 

nates both these notions and the rules of experience to abso- 

lute principles or necessary laws:**.*and in doing this con¬ 

stitutes science.The understanding depends upon and pre¬ 

supposes impressions on the senses. The mind then reflects 

and generalizes, and through this activity the mind renders 

Judgments. These Judgments, springing out of the mind's spon¬ 

taneous activity, are necessary and universal; but they are 

binding only on the objects of sense* In Coleridge's own 

words, the understanding "in its highest form of experience 

remains commensurate with the experimental notices of the 

senses from which it is generalized.Coleridge adds very 

little of his own to Kant's theoretical reason* He accepts as 

Incontestable Kant's categories of the understanding and all 

of the notions which attach to them* It is not that Coleridge 

was an uncritical borrower; he simply was not primarily inter- 
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ested in this lower faculty of the human mind* 

It is the concept of reason which inspires Coleridge*s 

most original thinking because through it he hoped to Justify 

supernatural agencies and the divine mysteries of the Christian 

faith* Through it he hoped to demonstrate the certainty of 

divine revelation* In his conception of reason, Coleridge 

deviates furthest from Kant and makes his nearest approach to 

Christianity through the intermediation of Plato on one hand 

and Schelling on the other* Coleridge makes a spiritual ad¬ 

vance over Kant’s moral position; he spiritualizes Kant*s 

Transcendental notions. In accordance with Kant’s primacy of 

practical reason, he explains that the highest truth is not on 

the level of sensuous experience, but involves man engaged in 

moral acts. By means of Kant’s moral philosophy, Coleridge 

establishes the foundations of his metaphysics and gives a 

philosophical basis to his "free active energy.” In reason 

he discovers the true relationship between man as a finite 

member of the causal universe, and as a sharer in the more 

divine existence made available by the Christian faith. 

Through it he comes to realize that "in all finite Quantity 

there is an Infinite, in all measures of Time an Eternal; 
<LMU 

that the latterAthe basis, the substance, the true and abiding 

reality of the former."^ 

When Coleridge identifies reason with conscious Belf- 

knowledge, and self-knowledge with revelation, he discloses 

his mystical bent of mind* Reason is defined as the organ of 
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the super sensuous; it not only gives us knowledge of God and 

immortality, but is defined in terms of these eternal truths. 

We may also trace Coleridge's efforts to link up reason with 

Christian faith in the following argument. Reason is that 

"Power of Universal and Necessary Convictions, the Source and 

Substance of Truth above Sense, and having their evidence in 

therselves. Its presence is always marked by the necessity of 

the position affirmed." Then Coleridge analyzes practical rea¬ 

son in the light of Christian dogma. "Whenever by self-sub¬ 

jection to this universal light (that is, practical reason), 

the will of the individual, the particular will, has become a 

will of reason, the man is regeneraté: and reason is then the 

spirit of the regenerated man, whereby the person is capable 

of a quickening inter-communion with the Divine Spirit. "I6 

Thus practical reason has the power of "acquainting itself 

with invisible realities or spiritual objects," and has become 

an organ of divine revelation. Eternal truths are divine^re- 

vealed through man's moral conscience; hence reason as the 

conditional cause of conscience is one with the absolute will. 

Reason combines motives with a sense of moral responsibility 

to produce conscience. Unlike the understanding, which is 

relative and is possessed in varying degrees by different perT 

sons, reason is exhibited in all rational minds in equal measure. 

Coleridge found Kant's critical philosophy to be too great 

a compromise with eighteenth century rationalism and empiricism; 

but he found in it nonetheless a method by which he could 

own spiritual arguments. Jacobi in Germany dealt ([/ 
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similarly with Kant’s philosophy; like Coleridge, he gave a 

more spiritual interpretation to Kant’s practical reason. This 

particular problem is of interest because both Coleridge and 

Jacobi at one stage of their thinking accepted the basic prin¬ 

ciples of transcendentalism; both proposed a more spiritual 

alternative; both grounded this alternative on Kant’s practical 

reason; both relied heavily on Plato. 

Coleridge's metaphysics rests on the distinction between 

reason as rationality (the understanding) and reason as faith. 

Jacobi begins by opposing faith to the Kantian treatment of 

theoretical reason, that is, the understanding as a faculty of 

conceptual thought. But because of the animosity provoked by 

this mystical doctrine, Jacobi, still keeping his fundamental 

distinction, opposes reason to the understanding as Coleridge 

had done. He only makes a change in terms. Reason becomes 

the immediate apprehension of the absolute; it is intuitive, 

spontaneous. It is not a form of knowing; it is feeling. ”La 

raison selon Jacobi est donc divinatrices c'est une revelation, 
fi 

c’est me aspiration vers un absolu auquel nous croyons, sans 

le voir."17 The understanding mind can know the sensible world, 

whereas the reasoning mind is able to reach beyond to the super¬ 

sensible. Thus, we may expect Coleridge and Jacobi to find in 

each other a mutual inspiration. Coleridge in fact says, "I 

should have no objection to define reason with Jacobi, and with 

his friend Hemsterhuis, as an organ bearing the same relation 

to spirirual objects, the universal, the eternal, and the nec- 
A 
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essary, as the eye hears to material and contingent phaenom- 

ena,"1^ But Coleridge goes on to distinguish his conception 

of reason as not only having as its objects, God, the soul, 

and freedom, but he declares these things, which Jacobi calls 

ob.iects of reason, to be themselves reason, 

Coleridge required a philosophy which would leave spirit¬ 

ual life at least a possibility, and he seized upon this dis¬ 

tinction between reason as practical and as speculative to 

make this possibility real. He felt that an empirical meta¬ 

physics had no right to distinguish between the spiritual and 

the natural. On the other hand, a rational metaphysics claims 

a validity for its logical demonstration of spiritual prin¬ 

ciples, But Coleridge spurned the idea of a religious exper¬ 

ience being confined within a logical argument. In material¬ 

istic systems moral acts are determined causally just as any 

natural event. Now Coleridge does not deny causality, for 

'•whatever is comprehended in Time and Space is included in the 

mechanism of Cause and Effect.” What Coleridge does deny is 

that causal laws are the determining elements in man's spirit¬ 

ual life. Religious experiences cannot be expressed through 

concepts of the understanding; they must be felt, not known. 

Now "whatever has its principle in itself, so far as to 

originate its actions, cannot be contemplated in any of the 

forms of Space and Time; it must, therefore, be considered an 

Spirit or Spiritual."1** Only such an unconditioned activity is 

truly real. Knowledge of the objective world is bound to be 
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incomplete. A free being alone is capable of attaining final 

conclusive knowledge. The only trùth is moral truth. At this 

stage in his thinking, Coleridge makes the transition from Kant 

to Schelling. 

Coleridge dyes metaphysics deep in orthodox religious colors* 

He has accounted for the religious experience; he has reconciled 

faith with causality; but his mind cannot rest satisfied with 

Kant's dualism. We must not forget, in the following discussion, 

that Coleridge first learns to distinguish the worlds of sense 

and of spirit in Kantian terms. The true philosophic imagin¬ 

ation comes only to those who realize that "all the organs of 

sense are framed for a corresponding world of sense....that all 

the organs of spirit are framed for a correspondent world of 

spirit....and their first appearance discloses itself in the 

moral being."2^ In passing beyond this Kantian dualism, Col¬ 

eridge seeks aid from his old teacher, Plato, and from his new¬ 

ly discovered one, Schelling. By combining Platonic Ideas 

with Schelling*s philosophy of nature, he composes the final 

score of his Spiritual Idealism. 

Coleridge aligns himself with the romantic philosophers, 

Fichte and Schelling, who agree that reality is not only one, 

but that it is living, active, creative, spiritual. Fichte be¬ 

gins with a self-active undetermined Reason, which he calls the 

Absolute Ego principle, and deduces from it the external world. 

By explaining self-consciousness as an act rather than a thing, 

Fichte discards Kant*s things in themselves, and brings Kant's 
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phenomenal world of causality into harmony with the doctrine 

of the Absolute Ego by making it contingent on self-conscious¬ 

ness. The objective world is real only with reference to 

moral activity. This outer world, which the Ego posits, is 

the realm of duty. It represents the moral purpose of God 

made manifest to the senses; hence our moral duty is realized 

only by overcoming this non-Ego. From Fichte, Coleridge 

learned that cognition should be subordinated to the "free 

active energy" in man which can know itself only through an 

act of freedom and which is itself moral activity. However, 

Schelling objected to Fichte*s too subjective account of ex¬ 

ternal nature. Conscious self-activity is best defined as 

a complete identity of subject and object. This law of iden¬ 

tity was conceived as a possible answer to the question, How 

can intelligence comprehend nature? So long as self-conscious¬ 

ness and nature are regarded in the Kantian manner as opposed, 

no answer is forthcoming. Intelligence does not know, it wills. 

Both nature and intelligence are finite manifestations of the 

supreme principle of Self-activity. Intelligence neither pro¬ 

duces nature nor is created by it. They are identical in 

essence, and the most characteristic expression of this infinite 

essence in finite form is in the sphere of art. It is here 

alone that we get a final reconcilation of the Manifold with 

the One. Even then Schelling is dissatisfied, and his later 

philosophy is characterized by a mysticism. 

Coleridge*s immediate problem is to formulate the prin¬ 

ciples of the productive imagination, but his investigations 
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reach metaphysical conclusions. Truth, he explains, is cor¬ 

relative to toeing. That is, "knowledge without a correspondent 

reality is no knowledge." Truth is either conditioned toy 

antecedent causes or is immediate and original. Now our prin¬ 

ciple should toe an atosolute truth, "a truth self-grounded, 

unconditioned, and known toy its own light."2^ Coleridge 

approaches Schelling’s principle of identity when he describes 

truth as toeing its own predicate. Furthermore, there can toe 

tout one such principle, for if there were more than one, each 

must refer to some higher truth to establish its equality with 

the others; this requirement contradicts the foregoing theses. 

How shall we deduce a principle whose laws explain its own 

nature? It cannot toe an object for "each thing is what it is 

in consequence of some other thing. "22 we must postulate a 

subject before we can speak of an object without contradiction. 

Since the principle can toe deduced from neither subject nor 

object separately, "it must be found in that which is neither 

subject nor object exclusively, tout which is the identity of 

tooth."23 This identity exhibits itself in self-consciousness; 

it gives us the distinction between the conditional finite "I", 

and the atosolute "I AH", and also the inherence of the former 

in the latter. Self-consciousness then becomes the "principle 

of toeing and of knowledge, of idea and of reality, of the 

ground of existence and the ground of the knowledge of exist¬ 

ence ."24 it is spirit, and spirit is that which is its own 

subject. Here, Coleridge has himself supplied the answer to 
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Schellingfe question, How can intelligence comprehend nature? 

We cannot refer self-consciousness to a higher principle for 

its confirmation, for apart from self-consciousness there is 

no consciousness, and apart from consciousness, no knowledge* 

But self-consciousness as the absolute subject involves in it 

the presence of an object whereby itself is limited*2^ This 

limit may be either real or ideal, that is, theoretical or 

practical* Self-consciousness itself is of the nature of will* 

It cannot be an object, for objects are always conditioned; 

therefore it must he an act; "the self-conscious spirit is 

therefore a will, and freedom must be assumed as a ground of 

philosophy, and can never be deduced from it."26 Also, since 

spirit is originally neither object nor subject, it can be 

neither finite nor infinite exclusively, but the union of both. 

"In the reconciling.••• of this contradiction consists the pro¬ 

cess and mystery of reproduction and life." Schelling speaks 

of this fusion of intelligence with nature as being the essence 

of art* 

The universe then is no dead heap* It is an activity in 

which "intelligence creates and is conscious of itself as cre¬ 

ating.” Intelligence is a self development and "not a quality 

supervening to a substance," It tends both to objectify itself 

and to know itself as object. Nature rises up to intelligence 
\ 

and intelligence comprehends nature. Freedom and necessity 

here recognize themselves as brothers. It is Kant who points 

the way into the unknown and the invisible, into the realm 
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where the understanding never treads.' But it is Coleridge's 

orthodox temperamentand his early Platonic training which re¬ 

fuse to accept these unknowns as forever unknowable. If real¬ 

ity is bound up in self-consciousness and if cognition is 

fundamental in metaphysics, then reality can be known. Prin¬ 

ciples of knowledge lie within the knowing faculty itself, 

hence they themselves are knowable. Coleridge expresses 

vehemently his aversion to any metaphysics which "begins by 

manufacturing mind out of sense and sense out of sensation, 

which reduces all form to shape, and all shape to impressions 

from without." Such a system, he declares, confutes itself. 

Mind is activated by a self-energy which is never exhaustive 

because it is self-begetting and absolute. The visible ob¬ 

jects in nature are available for consciousness because they 

themselves are the invisible laws of self actualized. Con¬ 

sciousness then is not a mere subject which knows; it is a 

living principle; "it is a power which discloses itself from 

within, combining many qualities into one individual thing. "27 

The problem of Coleridge's metaphysics calls for further 

treatment here because of the manner in which Professor Muir- 

head chooses to expound it. Our primary interest has been to 

observe German philosophical ideas as they are adopted by Col¬ 

eridge and modified to fit the expediency of the purpose for 

which they were to be employed, that is, to dispose of a 

materialistic metaphysics and to erect a spiritual one in its 

stead. Consequently, we have not been called upon to em¬ 

phasize his debt to Plato and to Plotinus. This debt receives 
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supreme consideration in Professor Muirhead*s account of Col- 

eridgean metaphysics.28 He bases his discussion largely on 

Coleridge*s unpublished manuscripts, especially MS.B II', and 

MS .Bill together with Coleridge* s discourses on Method in 

The Friend. Only fragments of these have been available for29 

our use here, and we have based our discussion dn Chapters IX 

and XII of Biographia Literaria with references to The Friend 

and Aids to Beflection. Let us see how nearly in harmony 

these two approaches seem to be. 

Professor Muirhead follows Coleridge *s development of 

ideas much as we have attempted to do as far as his acceptance 

of Kant*s "metaphysics of mind", which explains thought to be 

not an imposition upon a world of sensory objects, but a nec¬ 

essary condition of any world of possible objects. We, for 

our part, have traced Coleridge's final development beyond 

Kant through Fichte and Schelling, whereas Professor Muirhead 

takes the route through Plato and Plotinus. Now the two views 

are not incompatible, but the resulting harmony does violence 

to Coleridge. To link Coleridge's transcendentalism up with 

Platonic Ideas is misleading. Platonic Ideas are innate; they 

inhere in the mind before birth and after death. They are the 

universal changeless essence of things existing only as pure 

form. They are prior to things and exist independently of them. 

Objects are mere copies of Ideas; they are the formless re¬ 

calcitrant unreality. For Coleridge, Ideas arise in the mind 

not innately, neither solely from within nor from without, 

but as a union of the two. Knowledge is not innate. Nature 

rises to an identity with intelligence, and intelligence is 
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the principle from which the knowable world of objects is 

derived. Now if we regard this Idea, with Professor Muir- 

head, as Platonic, then we are justified in saying that Col¬ 

eridge has completely fused Platonism with Schellingis Ideal¬ 

ism. ’’The principle (Platonic Idea) can be found neither in 

object (that is, from without the mind) nor subject (that is, 

from within the mind)... .but in that which is the identity of 

both."31 Likewise the Idea Idearum of Professor Muirhead 

corresponds to Schelling’s Absolute Identity. 

Professor Muirhead emphasizes the voluntaristic strain 

in Coleridge’s idealism. He points out that in MS.BII, Col¬ 

eridge reasons: "(i) that consciousness involves self-con¬ 

sciousness; (ii) that this in turn involves the consciousness 

of an other than self—a thou, a he, or an it; (iii) that, 

in distinguishing between self and others, we also unite or 

identify them...; (iv) that the becoming conscious of a con¬ 

science partakes of the nature of an act."32 Reality then is 

will; but Coleridge does not indicate the precise relation of33 

this will to science. He only says that "all true reality 

‘has both its ground and its evidence in the will, without 

which as its complement, science itself is but an elaborate 

game of shadows, begins in abstraction-and ends in Perplexity.1,34 

Coleridge’s final statement of metaphysics is essentially a 

reaffirmation of Christianity, "Yea, there is but one principle 

which alone reconciles the man with himself, with others and 

with the world; which regulates all relations, tempers all 

passions, gives power to overcome or support all suffering— 
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namely the principle of religion, the living and substantial 

faith which passeth all understanding. "35 

This analysis of Coleridge's indebtedness to Plato and 

to Schelling involves us in another question. Which of the 

two dependences should be emphasized? Could Coleridge have 

accepted Schelling without a previous training in Plato? Or 

was his reliance on Schelling only a modified Platonism? It 

should be remembered that Coleridge's metaphysical instinct 

plunged him into the study of Plato and Plotinus while he was 

still a mere boy of fifteen. A brilliant and original imagin¬ 

ation coupled with an abstract sensitive mind found in Platon¬ 

ism a comforting haven. His mind responded in a more positive 

way to fancies and dreams than to objective events. Hence 

the mysticism of Plato and Plotinus appealed to Coleridge as 

an escape from external nature. Plato appealed more to the 

youthful poet than to the matured philosopher. In the mean¬ 

time Hartley's Associationism had its brief career in Col¬ 

eridge's mind; but he revolted and anchored himself again in 

Christian-Plotinian mysticism. This anchorage provided Col¬ 

eridge with a direct communion with the Invisible for which 

he so wistfully yearned. 

It is not the mystical attitude, however, which we should 

emphasize in the Neoplatonic influence, Coleridge was learning 

to respect first principles; so his one intellectual devotion 

expressed itself in an effort to supply Christian dogma with a 

philosophical basis. That is why Coleridge found the new Ger- 
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man idealism so congenial, When Royce describes German Ideal¬ 

ism as "a new experience in philosophy, namely, the very essence 

of Christianity embodied in a speculative theory,^he expresses 

Coleridge's fundamental relation to the German philosophy. The 

philosophy of Schelling, as Coleridge interpreted it, was in¬ 

deed capable of transforming "Kant’s dark world of faithful and 

isolated beings into the world of God’s own realization and pres¬ 

ence," Transcendentalism provided for divine revelation on a 

logical basis. That is why Coleridge declared, "to Schelling 

we owe the completion, and the most important victories, of 

this revolution in philosophy. To me it will be happiness and 

honor enough, should I succeed in rendering the system itself 

intelligible to my countrymen, and in the application of it to 

the most awful of subjects for the most important purposes ."^ 

Thus, without Plato and Plotinus, Schelling would have been 

less cognate but not superfluous,. Schelling converted a vague 

feeling into a theory and made it live. 

The proposed emphasis which the romantic movement made 

on the subjective nature of cognition led Coleridge to accept 

self-consciousness as basic in metaphysics. His problem was 

to explain the nature of the universe without impairing the 

moral dignity of the individual. His addition to English 

metaphysics consists in his fundamental principle of self as 

a moral creative entity capable of determining its own activity* 

"Thus the true system of natural philosophy places the sole 

reality of things in an absolute—... in the absolute identity 

of subject and object, which it calls nature, and which in 
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its highest power is nothing else but self-conscious will 

or intelligence• "38 The logical rigor of Coleridge's meta¬ 

physics breaks down in the last analysis* He is more in¬ 

terested in personal salvation than in logical principles; 

he relies on faith rather than on argument* He is first of 

all seeking to justify the religious experience and the re¬ 

ality of God* That is why we find him saying that "we 

proceed from the self* in order to lose and find all self 

in God."39 



Chapter HI 

Morality 

Coleridge was primarily interested in restoring to Eng¬ 

land the religious consciousness which eighteenth century deism 

and scepticism had destroyed. Heartfelt devotion had vanished 

before a rational scrutiny. Because his polemic was dominated 
in 

by a religious enthusiasm, and becauseAhis mind morality and 

religion were inseparable,1 Coleridge undertook to write no 

systematic ethical philosophy. But scattered throughout the 

pages of the Friend and Aids to Reflection ethical principles 

are expounded usually in a negative manner as disproving the 

tenets of Paley and his school. From arguments chiefly neg¬ 

ative, we must construct Coleridge’s moral philosophy. 

Coleridge’s moral philosophy is grounded on his own meta¬ 

physical distinction between reason and the understanding as 
# 

facilities of the mind operative^separaté orders of being. In 

addition to the world of sense experience which is made avail¬ 

able for mind by means of the a priori forms behind sensibility 

and conception, man discloses a capacity for moral conduct which 

is unconditioned by space or time or the categories of the under¬ 

standing. There is a physical world causally determined, and 

a moral realm self-determined. The former is known by the 

understanding; the latter is intuited by reason.2 Coleridge 

revises this fundamental Kantian doctrine to make it accord 

with his own religious purposes. He interprets Kant’s practical 

reason in theological terms: God is the source of reason, and 
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reason is the fountainhead of moral motivation; furthermore, 

"by superadding to reason the irçysterious faculty, of free-will 

and personal amenability, He gave us conscience which reason 

by the necessity of its own excellence creates for us" and 

commands us "to attribute reality to those ideas without 

which the conscience would be baseless and contradictory, to 

the ideas of soul, of free-will, of morality, and of God."3 

Even though Coleridge*s moral philosophy is clearly defined 

as based on reason, he is often wont to allow his religious 

enthusiasm to carry him to conclusions not warranted by the 

facts. For instance, we find him declaring that since God 

created man in His own image, "of eternity and self-existence 

what other likeness is possible in a finite being, but im- 

mortàlity and moral self-determination?"4 Such statements as 

these (and they fill many of his pages) should be taken as 

outbursts of religious emotion rather than as strict philo¬ 

sophical principles. This does not mean that these emotional 

feelings should be disregarded, for Coleridge’s metaphysics 

is designed chiefly to vindicate his belief in them. It 

simply means that we must exercise caution in choosing the 

statements which logically follow from his initial premises 

to support the principles which we are expounding. 

The premises from which Coleridge derives his ethics 

are given by him as follows, "the Reality of the Law of Con¬ 

science; the existence of a responsible Will, as the subject 

of that Law; and lastly, the existence of Evil."^ Before we 
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deduce the implications of these postulates, let us determine 

their relation to those of Kant, Coleridge, proposes an ad¬ 

vance over Kant by including the idea of Evil among his moral 

postulates. How can a man rise from evil to good? When we 

speak of evil we mean a diseased will, and will can in no way 

be associated with the sensible world. Hence no spatial-tem¬ 

poral event is availing. Neither is the self-same diseased 

will able to lift itself in the scale of moral value except 

through external aid. Kant was not prepared to provide for 

this aid, but Coleridge readily séizes upon the idea as a 

strong argument for God's existence. We rise from evil to 

good through a union of our finite wills with God, as Divine 

Reason. 

In another connection Coleridge finds it convenient to 

postulate the existence of God. Where Kant says that "we may 

call the consciousness of this law (that is, the moral law) a 

fact of reason, because we cannot reason it out from antecedent 

data of reason, "6 Coleridge has provided for God, Who is de¬ 

fined in'"terms of reason, to reveal this law to all rational 

beings. Again, Kant notes that freedom is purely a negative 

concept; to suppose it positive "requires an intellectual in¬ 

tuition, which we cannot here assume." Coleridge is prepared 

not only to assume such an intuition, but also to prove it as 

a revelation from the Divine. 

We must not be misled by Coleridge's use of theological 

terms to express his basic moral ideas. For example, an obvious 
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difficulty would arise from the mis judgment of his terms: 

when Coleridge speaks of God as revealing the principle of 

morality to man's conscience,7 is he not assuming a power 

outside ourselves to determine our own wills? This would destroy 

the concept of freedom on which the whole idea of morality 

depends* We must recall that Coleridge defines God in terms of 

reason; hence conscience, inbthis sense, discloses only a 

kinship in spirit with the principle of rationality in the 

universe rather than exhibits itself as an effect of its nec¬ 

essary cause, God. Freedom then is assured from the nature of 

the moral law, or the law of conscience* 

After establishing his postulates, Coleridge assigns 

morality its proper sphere; "If there be aught Spiritual in 

man, the Will must be such,” and the converse follows, "If 

there be a Will, there must be a Spirituality in man."8 Col¬ 

eridge is anxious to establish this point because of the nature 

of his later attack on utilitarian ethics. He grounds his 

moral philosophy on the supernatural faculty of reason pro¬ 

vided by his metaphysics. On this basis he is able to deduce 

religious concepts which will bolster up his belief in the 

Christian faith. Reason creates the moral law and also demands 

that it be obeyed; universality and necessity in morals are 

then possible. 

But what obtains on the level of the understanding, and 

what claims does it have on man’s moral conduct? Coleridge's 

metaphysical distinction between reason and the traderstanding 

finds its ethical expression in the distinction in kind between 
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prudence and morality* All of his moral speculations refer to 

this fundamental principle* He explains that the purpose of 

his Aids to Reflection is to make this distinction evident» 

"That Morality arising out of the Reason and Conscience of men, 

and Prudence, which in a like manner flows out of the Under¬ 

standing and the natural Wants and Desires of the Individual, 

are two distinct things*"9 How the understanding operates 

solely in the realm of sense experience; it can never com¬ 

prehend practical activity. Prudence is its proper field, 

not morality* To speak of morality in terms of space or time 

or cognition is to limit it. Hence it is absurd to even attempt 

to understand the moral law; it is defined as that which is 

unlimited and unconditioned. The will in man does not admit of 

logical proof* It defies analysis. To demand that will confine 

itself to the conditioning requirements of the understanding is 

itself false logic, for to know will is to limit it, and to limit 

it is to deny it* Hence to base morality on concepts of the 

understanding is to deny its existence. 10 The moral law is never 

conditioned, never hypothetical; it cannot be logically demon¬ 

strated* ^he objects of reason, that is, God, freedom, and 

Immortality, cannot be known by logic but it were absurd to deny 

their reality* The understanding cannot give us knowledge of 

the ultimate, but it can tell us when the knowledge we do have 

contradicts itself* 

How then can we know the moral law and be certain that it 

does not err? What assurance have we that we are obeying the 
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dictates of conscience rather than a disguised personal desire? 

Suppose that we were misled in our moral conduct by an erron¬ 

eous conscience? But such a situation is contradictory. The 

reality of conscience itself, as a fact given immediately in 

consciousness, not only informs us of God's will but also iden¬ 

tifies us with it. To know reason through the intuitive moral 

conscience is more than to have mere knowledge of it; to know 

it presupposes participation in it. Hence a misguided con¬ 

science implies a conditioned absolute, a counterfeit Deity. 

So long then as we attribute reality to God our moral conscience 

never errs. Morality requires the reality of God to preserve 

it from contradiction. Without God, moral acts are impossible; 

apart from moral activity, God is not real. They mutually 

imply each other; but Coleridge has not worked out their relation 

in detail. Thus prudence and morality are different in kind, 

and to confuse the two, as the utilitarians had done, is to 

deny "the Reality of all moral Obligation, the existence of any 

Right.Empirical ethics is false because it depends on the 

understanding to supply the material for moral judgments; rational 

ethics is false because it relies on logical demonstration to 

validate the moral law. 

But how can we know the moral law? Thus; it must be dis¬ 

covered by each individual in his inner self-activity. It is 

known by the heart and persists as a conviction rather than 

as a demonstrated rule. Moral truth is revealed; it is the 

recognition of an identity with the absolute. It is not only 

possible that each individual know this ultimate principle, but 
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it is imperative that he discover and obey it, else the only 

distinction which separates him from a thing is erased. Only 

when man has made this discovery can he be described as a 

true moral agent; then does he realize that human conduct 

looks not to external circumstance but to inward motives pre¬ 

scribed by reason. Speaking of these principles and the in¬ 

competence of the understanding to deal with them, Coleridge 

says that their$is a proof "which no man can give another, yet 

every men may find for himself." The individual participates 

in a supernatural activity which is known to him through an 

immediate act of intuition. To recognize this participation 
t 

is to admit the reality of conscience.? Reason reveals through 

conscience absolute truths, and when man expresses moral judg¬ 

ments in accord with his conscience, he manifests recognition 

of ideal values, which, albeit, may never be realized in prac¬ 

tice. That is why man obeys the dictates of reason out of 

pure respect for reason itself. Moral truth is the only re¬ 

liable truth because it comes immediately from the absolute. 

Truth reached by the understanding is conditioned and relative. 

Man tacitly implies this fact in his moral judgments. He 

acknowledges the ideal even though he can never attain it. 

If moral relations obtain in the causal world of space 

and time, then the highest good could be obtained by man in 

his ordinary sense experiences. But that were absurd. How 

could we possibly speak of virtue and benevolence in terms of 

causality? Causal laws themselves are certainly not "good". 
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The only thing in the universe is a good will, and the only 

virtue is that which qualifies acts performed in accord with 

the moral law. Furthermore, the good will must be good in 

itself and not simply good as a means to an ulterior end. 

Beason, acting through conscience, supplies the motives of 

conduct. Reason is self-active; it is unconditioned and 

contains its own principles within itself; hence, it is spi¬ 

ritual. Reason in its highest essence iâ identical with God, 

and the moral activity of individual men discloses their 

identity with reason; consequently, God may be known immed¬ 

iately and intuitively through the consciences of men. Free¬ 

dom is assured by man's ability to maintain the obedience to 

obligations commanded by reason despite the external influences 

which tend to limit that obligation. Moral principles are 

absolutely a -priori: reason guarantees them universal and nec¬ 

essary validity. 

Coleridge's treatment of prudence as the faculty which looks 

to consequences for its Justification, especially in terms of 

pleasure and pain, has its counterpart in Kant’s account of the 

prudential imperatives. Prudence addresses itself to means 

rather than to ends in themselves, hence its Justification varies 

with its results in obtaining suitable means for certain desired 

ends. In seeking to propitiate his natural desires, man 

chooses the alternatives which augur well to guarantee him the 

most satisfaction. Thus, prudence is bound up with consequences; 

it involves a facility in foreseeing results. The particular 

prudential act may not be a good act in itself, but only as a 
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means to some ulterior object# So prudence is valid only on 

the level of sense experience# Coleridge finds prudence to 

have a four-fold meaning. Only the last may concern us here. 

He calls it the Holy Prudence and describes it as that which 

"co-exists with morality, as morality c6-exists with the spi¬ 

ritual life; a prudence that is the organ of both, as the 

understanding is to the reason and the will."12 

We can now see why Coleridge sought to desperately for a 

suitable metaphysical system. His primary concern is not to 

discover the nature of the universe; but he requires a meta¬ 

physics to vindicate the religious experience, to render in¬ 

telligible man's desire for God and for immortality. Meta¬ 

physics and religion were inseparably linked in his mind. On 

the basis of an empirical metaphysics we have no right to 

make the distinction between the spiritual and the material, 

between the necessity of moral obligation and the necessity 

of causality. On the one hand it implies freedom and on the 

other , determination. Coleridge would recognize universal 

laws operating causally in nature. Likewise with regard to 

acts of the will, he would agree that they are causally deter¬ 

mined and properly refers them to the individual will as the 

antecedent cause. But here the transcendentalist refuses to 

regress any further. He is not forced to answer the question, 

If man is the cause of motives, what are the causes of man? 

The question has no answer. In the human will moral laws have 

their origin. In this sense, self is creative; it contains 

within its own nature the principles by which it"operates. 
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Hence it is bound to act from its own self-determination* 

The crux of the moral problem seems to revolve about the 

notion of self* The eighteenth century proposed an answer in 

terms of empirical psychology: self is no unique being; self 

is a thing. It can receive sensations from without and dis¬ 

tinguish between them in terms of pleasure and pain* That 

course of action which brings pleasure and eschews misery 

must rely upon the sensitivity of the subject for its results* 

But to regard pleasure and pain as basic in moral judgments is 

to place morality on a very insecure foundation. They must be 

empirically determined, and as Kant insists, no particular em¬ 

pirical instance can operate with the force of a moral prin¬ 

ciple because the instance itself requires principles to val¬ 

idate it. Pleasure unites the object with the desire, and this 
it 

restriction alone would limit^to the world of sensibility, 

which is too haphazard to demand obligation*-1-4 

Let us examine Coleridge’s criticism of empirical ethics 

in greater detail. Announcing openly "that the principles of 

morality taught in the present work will be in direct opposition 

to the system of the late Dr. Paley"13 that is, "the system which 

treats of general consequences as the chief and best criterion 

for the right or wrong of particular actions," Coleridge pro¬ 

poses to reveal the inconsistency of the system and to develop 

a more adequate theory of morality. The inconsistency re¬ 

sulted from a perverted view of self. For Coleridge, self is no 

mere object which seeks the motives for its acts outside itself. 

How may we infer that the individual desires pleasure and seeks 
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to avoid evil, for do we not presuppose a mind as being an¬ 

terior to sensations? How are we to deduce from a.sensation¬ 

alists psychology a reflective mind capable of calculating 

future consequences? Utilitarian ethics fails to distinguish 

between self-interests and selfishness, between the desired 

and the desirable. "The difference between self-love, and self 

that loves consists in the objects of the former as given to 

it according to the law of the senses, while the latter deter¬ 

mines the objects according to the law in spirit. The first 

loves because it must; the second, because it ought."^5 Failure 

to make this distinction involved the utilitarian in a hedonism 

based on the external criteria of general consequences. 

Let us examine these criteria further. In the first place, 

when an ethical theory accepts general consequences as its 

standard, it commits the fallacy of converting random individual 

notions into universal precepts. Such a theory "depends on, and 

must vary with, the notions of the individual, who in order to 

determine the nature of an action is to make the calculation of 

its general consequences."13 Universality is secured not by 

making motivation conditional on external criteria; rather does 

motive arise from its own self-activity. The grounds for proper 

conduct are in the free active self, not in nature. Desire for 

pleasure is too capricious to serve as a moral principle. 

Whether a man*s reactions in a given set of circumstances may 

be described as painful or pleasurable depends upon his spi¬ 

ritual capacities at the moment. It is not that men do not 

de site happiness, for that is one of our primary instincts, 
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"but what happiness?" asks Coleridge. "That is the question. 

That system of morality which seeks to obtain the greatest 

amount of happiness for the greatest number of people fails to 

consider variations in individual worth and capacities for 

moral conduct. Mere bestowal of goods to the poor guarantees 

neither the bestower nor the receiver a happier existence. What 

is lacking is the recognition of inner spiritual principles, of 

love, of charity. Again, to have the greatest number happy does 

not necessarily imply that the greatest amount of happiness is 

available for mankind in the circumstances. Thus, utilitarian 

ethics is false. Morality should be grounded on that "part of 

our nature which in all men may and ought to be the same: in 

the conscience and the common sense."13 it is this inner spirit 

which constitutes not only the source of man's pleasure but also 

its meaning. 

In order to understand the full import of Coleridge's 

second objection to the doctrine of consequences, an objection 
% 

which states that this criterion confounds morality with law, 

we must examine Coleridge's conception of law. He makes a 

distinction between political expediency and the moral con¬ 

science. Contrary to his moral principles, he maintains that 

the object of government is to Secure the most happiness for 

the most members of the state. Mêïi's actions, as a citizen, 

are determined by external rules imposed by the state, but as 

a member of moral society, his conduct ought to be guided by 

inward principle self-imposed. The state judges us by what 

we do, but "in the eye of our Maker what we do is of no worth 

except as it flows from what we are." 
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So the'consequences*doctrine confounds morality with law; <TI ‘ 

it “draws away the attention from the will, that is, from the 

inward motives and impulses which constitute the essence of 

morality, to the outward act; and thus changes the virtue com¬ 

manded by the gospel into the mere legality which was to be 

enlivened by it."^ When Paley regards Divine Justice as reg¬ 

ulating the final judgment according to the general consequence 

doctrine, he is refuting one of our strongest arguments for im- 
which 

mortality* It is our outward actions aloneAhuman legislation 

determines, “yet there must needs come a jus ter and more appro¬ 

priate sentence hereafter, in which our intentions are considered, 

and our happiness and misery made to accord with the grounds df 

our actions."-^ We recognize in this analysis the Kantian 

argument for immortality. Virtue may go unrewarded in this life, 

but reason demands that it be appropriately recompensed; hence 

immortality must be assumed as a possibility of the union of 

virtue with happiness. 

Coleridge also proves God's existence from the nature of 

the moral law. Our fellowmen are able to judge us solely by 

what we do, how we act; for "man knows not the heart of man; 

scarcely does any one know his own. “17 Consequently, there must 

be visible signs and outward legislation governing actions so 

that "men may be able to judge of the inward state." If we 

recognize the moral law, we must also consider a Third Party, 

One Who does know the heart of man and Who judges according to 

inward motives. 

Resuming his polemic against the doctrine of general con- 
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sequences, Coleridge observes that "this criterion is not only- 

ideal, it is likewise imaginary. "18 The empiricist is involved 

in contradictions. The moral agent, in order to be moral, must 

have a mind which is compelled "to go out of itself to bring 

back conjectures, the probability of which will vary with the 

shrewdness of the individual," Since this requirement lies be¬ 

yond the reach of a sensationalistic psychology, the criterion 

is either nugatory of false. Even though an enlightened self 

interest might prescribe the same conduct as the sense of duty,-*-® 

what is an act apart from its principle? Thé difference between 

the self-love doctrine and the Christian principle that neighbors 

shall be loved even as self is in "that for which all actions 

have their whole worth and their main value—in the agents them¬ 

selves, "20 Self-love can excite the desire for or the aversion 
0 

0f 

to a certain object, but it cannot explain why that object ought 

to be desired. It is motivation which Coleridge emphasizes in 

his moral philosophy, "We need only to reflect on our exper¬ 

ience to be convinced that man makes the motive and not the 

motive the man. What is a strong motive to one man is no motive 

at all to another. "21 It is this inward sense of duty which 

separates persons from mere living things. Therefore, when man 

is impelled "to act in harmony of inter-communion, must not 

something be attributed to this all-présent power as acting in 

the Will?"22 Coleridge concludes his moral speculations by 

defining what is alone worthy to be called a moral principle, 

"that system of morality is alone true and suited to human nature 

which unites the intention with the motive, the warmth and the 
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light, in one and the same aft of mind....it is to be found 

unalloyed and entire in the Christian system, and is there 

called Faith.”22 it is the mysterious principle of Will in 

man which makes of him a responsible moral agent, and which 

assigns him a place high in the hierarchy of things that are 

real. On the basis of this Will, Coleridge states the moral 

law in its final form, "So act that thou rnayest be able, with¬ 

out involving any contradiction, to will that the maxim of thy 

conduct should be the law of all intelligent beings."24 v/e 

may indicate his close dependence on transcendentalism by2^ 

quoting the Kantian form of the law, "Act as if the maxim of 

thy actions were to become by thy will a universal law of nature."26 

We have observed that morality and religion were insep¬ 

arably linked in Coleridge’s mind;2? we may then examine his 

religious doctrines in this connection as an extension of his 

moral postulates. We have already noted his ethical arguments 

for God’s existence and for immortality, but his religious 

thinking was not limited to moral speculations. His religious 

polemic attempted to show the futility of a religion which 

depends on logical argument for its power. John Locke’s un¬ 

wavering piety had been a personal trait, not a philosophical 

conclusion. He had not applied his empiricist principles to 

morality and religion, but his less devout followers, using his 

own basic principles, challenged the supernatural character 

of religion. Locke's elimination of innate ideas from his 

empirical psychology provided the basis, in others, for a 
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natural religion as opposed to mysterious one. Experiment had 

discovered no principle of divine revelation in the constitu¬ 

tion of the human mind; hence faith is without significance. 

Locke himself regarded with suspicion any unsympathetic treat¬ 

ment of Christian dogma, yet his own empiricism gave birth to 

the very monster which he most feared. His followers in both 

France and England sought to establish the essential natural¬ 

ness of religion. Deism, as this movement was called, denied 

the supernatural elements in religion; it had no use for a per¬ 

sonal God; it protested against faith as an instrument of know¬ 

ledge. 

Coleridge*s fervent reaffirmation of spiritual truths con¬ 

stituted his religious reaction to eighteenth century thought; 

his resistence to empiricism was demanded by a metaphysics which 

sustained Christian convictions. His metaphysics was designed 

to assure us of a spirituality in the universe. He called this 

spiritual principle the Self-active Will. Thus, what he dem¬ 

onstrated in his metaphysics, he used as postulates for his 

moral and religious theory. The will is spiritual because it 

can neither be represented in the forms of space and time, nor 

be comprehended by the categories of the understanding. It is 

self-active, self-begetting; it creates moral laws, and deter¬ 

mines its activity in accordance with these laws ; ^9 through a 

spirit of intercommunion between the finite will and God*s will, 

these acts become an expression of God's moral nature. Behind 

each finite will there is a Divine Will in which each participate. 

This absolute manifests itself in equal degree in all men; hence 
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all men are capable of acting according to inward motives pre¬ 

scribed by the law of conscience. These laws are free without 

restriction; they refer to no principles beyond themselves for 

their justification. They are known throught acts of freedom, 

not through concepts of the understanding. Reason is their 

proper instrument. This is essentially Coleridge’s argument 

for the reality of spiritual principles. In his own words, 

’’This is the essential character by which Will is opposed to 

nature, as Spirit, :and raised above nature as self-determining 

Spirit—this namely, that it is a power of originating an act 

or state.”29 The principle depends upon the distinction between 

reason and the understanding for on the level of the understand¬ 

ing alone, one has no right to distinguish between spiritual and 

natural events• 

If Coleridge were solely a metaphysician, his inquiry would 

stop at this point; but he was primarily a Christian. His im¬ 

mediate problem was to vindicate man's spiritual nature, and he 

adopted a transcendental metaphysics to assure it. But he was 

still faced with a far more serious difficulty* How to reconcile 

German idealism with orthodox Christian belief. We may now 

consider what Coleridge was pleased to call the great moments 

of Christianity original sin, redemption, and immortality. 

These principles are derived from his moral postulates. 

Coleridge's own personal feelings figure more prominently 

in his analysis of original sin than in any other phase of his 

thinking. He never escaped his own physical limitations. The 

reality of evil, being for him an incontestable fact, becomes a 

postulate of religion and morals. "I profess a deep conviction 
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that man was and is a fallen creature, not by accidents.-'of 

bodily constitution, nor any other cause, which human wisdom 

in the course of ages might be supposed to be capable of re¬ 

moving; but as diseased in his Will» in that Will which is the 

true and only strict synonime (sic) of the word, I, or the 

intelligent self."3® That there is such a problem is not the 

point in question; it is the one universal fact acknowledged 

in all religions. Original sin is a fact; "it is a fact, af¬ 

firmed, indeed, in the Christian Scriptures alone with the 

force and frequency proportioned to its consummate importance; 

but a fact acknowledged in every religion that retains the least 

glimmerings of the patriarchal faith in a God infinite, yet per¬ 

sonal—a fact assumed or. implied as the basis of every religion*. 

.."31 the fact must remain; it can never be explained, for 

it refers to moral activity. 

In attacking Jeremy Taylor's doctrine of original sin in¬ 

herited through Adam, Coleridge asks, What do we mean by the 

term 'original'? We cannot speak of an origin in nature for 

nature is nothing more than a succession of causes and effects.32 

There is no limit either progressively or regressively, and the 

"moment we assume an origin in nature, a true beginning* and 

actual first—that moment we rise above nature, and are com¬ 

pelled to assume a supernatural power."33 The term 'origin* 

must then refer to a self-active energy, such as that exhibited 

by a responsible will. Therefore the term, original sin, is 

a pleonasm; "for if it be sin* it must be original: and a state 
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or an act, that has not its origin in the will, may be a 

calamity, deformity, disease, or mischief, but a sin it can¬ 

not be*”34 The power of originating an act belongs exclusively 

to the will, therefore any sinful act refers to a diseased 

will rather than to outward defective circumstances. Sin is 

spiritual evil and the spirit in man is will. Nov; shall we say 

that God is the originator of evil because of His relation to 

the finite will? Coleridge simply says that in as much as 

evil is evil, it cannot originate in God, VÆ10 is perfect. 

Positive good is the capacity of a rational being to 

acknowledge the moral law "as that which should, of itself, 

suffice to determine the will to a free obedience of the law." 

On the other hand, "whatever resists, and, as a positive force, 

opposes this in the will is therefore evil."35 The act which 

discloses an evil will has no réference to a particular time; 

the individual will is unconditioned by space or time. This 

doctrine then concerns all men and all religions. At this point 

Coleridge indicates the superiority of Christianity over other 

beliefs. Original sin is common to all religions and to nearly 

all philosophies, but peculiar to Christianity alone is the 

remedy for this universal defect, and the remedy offered "affords 

all the solution which our Moral interests require • "36 Through 

the act of redemption man is saved from his evil will. 
/ 

Redemption in Coleridge's mind is the natural consummation 

of the original sin doctrine. It can be known only through 

faith, which is now identified with reason. Faith is necessary 

for the overcoming of evil; "By faith in the love of Christ the 
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power of God 'becomes ours.”37 "Without faith there is no 

power of repentance: without a commencing repentance no power 

of faith."33 We must then not look to our own efforts to 

correct the evil which has crept into our will. Now faith 

may be defined as fidelity to our own being; it refers to the 

operation of the divine law in the individual will, therefore 

it is essentially reason. Faith involves fidelity, but fidelity 

presupposes a definite contract or moral obligation, hence it 

must acknowledge recognition of a proper obedience to a superior. 

This rightful superior is God. Faith now becomes an allegiance 

to the moral nature of God, Whose will is the final aim of all 

our duties.39 Man can know God's will through the moral law; 

faith then finally, is "the obedience of the individual will to 

reason....Faith subsists in the synthesis of the Reason and the 

individual will. By virtue of the latter, it must be ah energy... 

And by virtue of the former, that is, Reason, Faith must be a 

Light, a form of knowing, a beholding of Truth. "40 

Faith requires for its actualization another act of the 

will, which is prayer. "Prayer is faith passing into act; a 

union of the will and the intellect realizing in an intellect¬ 

ual act."^ Prayer is the means of bringing the whole of man 

into harmony with God's will; it involves man living in the 

spirit of the whole. As Professor Muirhead observes, it attains 

its most characteristic expression not in the assertion of our 

own wills, but of the acceptance of God's will in us. 

Faith and prayer, then, are necessary for repentance. This 

doctrine of repentance discloses Coleridge's spiritual advance 
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over Kant. For Kant, repentance is due to "a painful feeling 

produced by the moral sentiment,” and which is incapable of 

ever undoing what has been done, that is, incapable of rising 

from evil to good. But repentance is both legitimate and 

possible since pure practical reason recognizes no distinc¬ 

tions in time. Hence an act performed in the past might be 

atoned for in the present. Kant omits any discussion of the 

atonement procedure except that an act must be judged ac¬ 

cording to the absolute spontaneity of freedom. This more 

or less theoretic account of redemption is translated into 

orthodox terms by Coleridge. 

What is the nature of the redemptive act? Coleridge 

attacks that view which explains it as analogous to the pay¬ 

ment of a debt by one who had not himself incurred the debt. 

But redemption, which includes the forgiveness of sin and the 

absolution of guilt through God's love, cannot be properly 

expressed by any such debit-credit relations. It is not 

merely that Christ as a third party chooses to assume the 

debts of mankind and the consequent responsibility to God. 

Redemption is an inward act, a reunion of divine reason with 

individual conscience, ”by and through the Divine Humanity 

of the Incarnate Word.” Redemption refers to wills rather 
* 

than to things. It requires first, a faith in revealed religion, 

and second, belief in the power of a redeeming agent. The 

redemptive act may be considered in this two-fold relation, 

that is, the Redeemer's act as the cause, and its effect in 

and for the redeemed. The cause is a transcendent one; it 
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lies beyond the comprehension of finite intelligence. Its 

effect, however, is known immediately to the redeemed as a 

"regeneration, a birth, a spiritual, seed impregnated and evol¬ 

ved, the germinal principle of a higher and more enduring 

life."42 To make the redemptive act possible, God must mani¬ 

fest himself in the flesh in order to become a "life-making" 

spirit. Hence Christ, as the co-eternal Word, embodies in 

visible form the "Personal Cause of the Redemption of Mankind." 

The doctrine of redemption is completed by another spiritual 

truth. The regeneration to a spiritual life involves re¬ 

demption from death: through redemption mankind gains immor¬ 

tality. 

Coleridge expresses his belief in immortality by a simple 

statement of faith; he does not rely on reasoned argument as 

a last resort though he is often forced to argument to defend 

his principles. Immortality does not depend upon the fre¬ 

quent disproportion between man's moral worth and his worldly 

prosperity. Ho, the certainty of an immortal soul grows out 

of those finer distinctions of that which is essentially human. 

Whatever is permanent in this world is inevitably linked up 

with human mind and personality. Permanence is not discover¬ 

able by the senses; it is not that which we can touch and 

measure and weigh. It is inseparably bound up with those in¬ 

visible qualities of Beauty, Order, and Law, which refer to 

mind alone. Redemption is a reunion of Divine Intelligence 

with the finite will. Therefore, permanence results from the 
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union of mind and will; hence the soul of man as the subject 

of that mind and that will is immortal. 

Coleridge tries to remove all of the objections to the 

Christian religion on moral grounds. He tries to place divine 

truth outside and beyond the province of the mere understanding# 

His method requires that a limit be placed on that part of . 

man's cognitive equipment. Kant supplies him this limit. 

Coleridge uses German transcendentalism to prove the in¬ 

sufficiency of the senses when applied to things spiritual. 

Reality is Spirit and is One. Schelling taught him this. 

Religious truths can never be logically demonstrated. Real 

truth involves a participation in the divine, and the doubts 

which had crept into eighteenth century religious thinking 

may be traced to its failure to recognize this principal fact. 



Chapter IV 

Aesthetics 

It is in the field of aesthetics that Coleridge reacts 

most sharply to Hartley and his school, in aesthetics that 

he is most profoundly influenced by German idealism, and it 

is as a literary critic that his own generation is most willing 

to accept him. Coleridge spoke with the authority of a 

creative genius, a genius whose powers of criticism mingled 

with and gave substance to a highly imaginative poetic faculty. 

This unique combination of poet and critic in one mind made 

available for observation the psychological processes of its 

own poetic imagination. His investigations had for their 

primary purpose the formulation of some principle which would 

account for the "free active energy" that compelled his teeming 

mind to create. Hence his method of approach was bound to be 

both psychological and metaphysical. Coleridge himself admits 

goodnaturedly that "metaphysics and psychology have long been 

my hobby-horse • His method was metaphysical because the 

depth of his own insight could never rest satisfied with any 

principles short of the ultimate ones. He tells us that he no 

sooner felt thafr\ he sought to understand. His method was 

psychological because it was based on a keen introspective 

analysis. When Coleridge applied these principles to the for¬ 

mulation of aesthetic canons, he spoke as the intellectual 

authority for the entire Romantic movement in England. In this 

one field at least his leadership was both undisputed and revered. 
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Though others surpassed him in sheer imaginative power, none 

sought more devotedly the principles which give that power 

meaning* Conscious of the new spiritual outlook which demanded 

a change in poetic theory, he was all the more careful to ex¬ 

amine critically the grounds for the change* 

What principles now obtain on the basis of a metaphysics 

which regards the self-active Will as the one unconditioned 

energy in the universe? And how are they to be justified to 

the alert mind? Two courses of action were obviously necessaryî 

1) he must dispense with Hartley's associationismj and to replace 

it, 2) he must find suitable grounds for the spontaneous creative 

energy active in his own mind* Coleridge's answer, then, was 

going to be one supplied by his general philosophy of mind* The 

aesthetic experience, to be real, must be subjective* Hence 

Beauty must be relative to a self-conscious subject* This is what 

Coleridge meant when he said that Beauty exists only in composition, 

for composition presupposes a synthesizing activity, which indeed 

is the active self* It presupposes also, as prior-to the unifying 

activity, a selective procéss distinguishing the perfect from 

the imperfect and relevant from irrelevant images* 

Precisely within what limits is the field of aesthetics con¬ 

fined? If the essence of the aesthetic experience consists in a 

self-reference, how is external nature to be reconciled with it? 

How is nature to be linked up with the inner soul of man? Wherein 

do judgments of taste hold? Shall we assign them a faculty gov¬ 

erned by the understanding, or by reason, or by neither? For the 
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answer to these questions, Coleridge largely depends upon Ger¬ 

man thought* In many instances, this dependence is merely a 

reinterpretation of Kant or SchellingSj but more often it serves 

rather to buoy up a faltering will and to guide a system of 

ideas, original in themselves, to their full development* Many, 

of these ideas were conceived independently of German idealism; 

he tells us himself that his fundamental principles had been 

worked out prior to his acquaintanceship with German ideas* "In 

Schelling’s Nature-Philosonhie. and the System des Transcenden- 

talen Idealismus* I found the most congenial coincidence with much 

that I had toiled out for myself, and a powerful assistance in what 

I had yet to do*"^ We may, I think, be safe to say that even 

though Coleridge *s basic ideas had their conception in his own 

fertile mind, they owe their express formulation to the transcen¬ 

dental school* 

First, as regards the peculiar province of aesthetics, Col¬ 

eridge, leaning heavily on Kant, says, "Taste is the intermediate 

faculty which connects the active with the passive powers of our 

own nature, the intellect with the senses; and its appointed 

function is to elevate the images of the latter, while it realizes 

the ideas of the former*"4 Judgments of taste then refer neither 

to the rules of the understanding nor to the laws of reason, yet 

to both; it is an intermediate "third something". Kant states 

the problem thus, "There is still further in the family of our 

higher cognitive faculties a middle term between understanding 

and reason* It is judgment..*"5 Kant’s Critique of Judgment 

represents an attempt to establish a mutual implication between 
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the worlds of nature and of freedom. Ideas of reason, though 

rooted in sense experience, point beyond to the ideal world, 

and freedom itself is meaningless apart from the concept of a 

causal order of existence. Judgments of taste refer to pure 

thought in sensuous form; they express the ideal experienced 

according to external nature, or in Coleridge’s words, judgments 

relate to an "intermediate somewhat between a thought and a 

thing."® Hegel was soon to describe art as the sensuous expression 

of an idea. Thus, by adopting a third faculty, Peeling, Kant— 

and Coleridge after him—effects the transition from conceptual 

knowledge to the concept of freedom, in Biogranhia Literaria 

Coleridge seeks to establish the imagination as the basic "third 

something" in the province of aesthetics. He observes in the 

activity of mind "two powers at work which relatively to each 

other are active and passive; and this is not possible without 

an& intermediate faculty....(In philosophical language, we must 

denominate this intermediate faculty in all its degrees and 

determinations, the IMAGINATION) ."^ Here, the imagination 

parallels Kant’s doctrine of judgments. Again in On Poesy or 

Art, Coleridge describes this fundamental theory as the "mediatress 

between, and reconciler of, nature and man—-the power of in¬ 

fusing thoughts and passions of man into everything which is the 

object of his contemplation."8 Keeping in mind this metaphysical 

approach to the problem of taste, let us see what obtains when 

we deal with its psychological phase. 

A foregoing reference to Biographia Literaria indicates 
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that Coleridge proposes to accept the Imagination as the under¬ 

lying principle of aesthetics* But the connotation of this term, 

as it was "bequeathed to him by eighteenth century associationism, 

could not fülfil the demands made upon it by an idealistic meta¬ 

physics* Coleridge realized its inadequacy as a keystone of 

his theory of fine art, and he modifies it with the help of Kant 

and Schelling* The principle hinges upon the distinction be¬ 

tween Fancy and the Imagination, and was first conceived by him 

although given formal expression under the guidance of German 

thought* Let us observe how the principle takes shape in his mind* 

The ideas first occurred to him as he was contemplating 

the excellence of Wordsworth's poetry* He writes, "Repeated 

meditations led me first to suspect. •. .that fancy and imagin¬ 

ation were two distinct and widely different faculties*"9 The 

thing which Coleridge is seeking throughout is the same free 

active energy about which his entire philosophy is centered, and 'u. 

he is trying to develop a psychology which will take cognizance 

of its creative nature. He requires an imagination which is 

creative rather than merely reproductive* Associationism could 

not supply such a principle because impressions or images of 

objects cannot be recalled or conjoined except as parts of a 

mechanism. Associationism explained the imagination as me¬ 

chanical memory, hence the "existence of an infinite spirit, 

of an intelligent and holy will, must on this system be mere 

articulated motions of air*"^-® The imagination represents a 

train of impressions each of which is determined by its ante¬ 

cedent cause} it has no generative powers. "Every succeeding 
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thought is the result either, of some new impression, or of 

an association with the preceding,Alison deals similarly 

with this faculty when he describes the imagination as con¬ 

sisting in a train of thought. Such theories could not explain 

creative activity to the romantic poets, Coleridge felt that 

his imaginative powers were not inevitably linked up with 

mechanical causality, that all the powers of the universe do 

not conspire to make him write his poems. The implications 

are astonishing. On this basis Coleridge explains, “I alone 

have nothing to do with it, but merely the causeless and effect¬ 

less beholding of it when it is done. It is an impossible 

creation of a something-nothing out of its very contrary,*'!2 

Whether for lack of principle, or whether enthusiasm for 

human freedom and progress was waning because of the turn which 

events had taken in France, the creative powers of these early 

romantic poets began to decline. Then, just as Coleridge's 

creative imagination was nearing its lowest ebb, he sought new 

inspiration in German philosophy, and in conjunction with other 

philosophical inquiry, gave his views on aesthetics a final 

statement. 

Professor Muirhead observes that Kant could be of little 

help to Coleridge regarding this particular problem, because for 

Kant "the work of the imagination was continuous with that of 

the understanding,However, we must recall that Kant re¬ 

cognized in the imagination a necessary synthetic power which 

acts to bring unity into phenomena. The imagination is not pure 

receptivity, but is essentially a process belonging to the spon- 
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taneous activity of the mind* Coleridge did regard favorably 

Kant’s notion of mind as organizing activity, but he passes on 

to Schelling's Natur-Philosorthie and, as professor Muirhead 

points out, seizes upon the identity of mind and nature, indeed 

the identity of all being, as the fundamental principle in • 

aesthetics. If all things exhibit an identity of essence, then 

the human mind must be one with that "Creative intelligence of 

which the world is the embodiment." Intelligence becomes actuality 

through^ "the creative science that is necessarily connected 

with the infinite Understanding, as in the artist the principle 

that seizes the ideas of unsensuous beauty is linked with that 

which sets it forth to the senses.By just such terms can 

the imagination be defined; it is the activity which connects 

idea with form, soul with body, the finite with the infinite; 

it is creative. 

Coleridge’s final account of the poetic imagination de¬ 

scribes it as a psychological process occurring on a metaphysical 

scale. After distinguishing between the primary and the sec¬ 

ondary imaginations, he writes, "The primary Imagination I 

hold to be the living power and prime agent of all human per¬ 

ception, and as a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal 

act of creation in the Infinite I AM." This creative power is 

alone able to bridge the gulf between pure intelligence and the 

sensuous world of objects; it alone can elevate the images of 

this world and in the same act of will realize the ideas of 

intelligence. To it belongs the "esemplastic" power of making 
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many into one, of reducing multeity to a unity. Out of this 

integrating activity of the imagination, Beauty is created. 

Coleridge is careful to formulate the principles of the imagin¬ 

ation to accord with his metaphysics. In the first place, the 

imagination is relative to a finite mind, hence it is embodied 

in the objective world. On the other hand it is an etêrnal act 

of creation in the infinite principle of Self-activity. It has 

roots in both realms, hence it can be defined in terms of neither 

alone but partakes of both without being either exclusively. The 

imagination may create at will since it is identified with an 

unconditioned self-activity. It may determine its own activity, 

but being pure idea, its energy is necessarily limited when it 

assumes a finite form. When the imagination unites the realm of 

the finite with infinity in one act, the resulting reconcilation 

is the Beautiful. 

In distinction from the primary imagination, Coleridge con¬ 

siders the secondary as “an echo of the former, co-existing with 

the conscious will, yet still as identical with the primary in 

the kind of its agency, and differing only in degree, and the 

mode of its operation. It dissolves, diffuses, dissipates, in 

order to recreate-—at all events it struggles to idealize and 

to unify. “ This distinction between the primary and the second¬ 

ary imaginations, results from viewing the same activity as in¬ 

finite and pure and as embodying itself in the objective with 

ease, and as finite productive energy which requires the imagin¬ 

ation to disintegrate and to diffuse the particular forms engaging 

it so that these may be reordered into more meaningful unities. 
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But with regard to fancy, it is "no other than a mode of mem¬ 

ory emancipated from the order of time and space; and blended 

with, and modified by that empirical phenomenon of the will, 

which we express by the word choice. But as with the ordinary 

memory, it must receive all its materials ready made from the 

law of association,"15 

The function of the imagination, then, is a unifying one. 

Through its self-begetting energy, it synthesizes the manifold 

finite into a unity. This manifold is supplied by Fancy, Fancy, 

as a mode of memory, and acting in conformity with the laws of 

association, selects a series of images disjoined in character 

which the imagination seizes upon and integrates. Professor 

Lowes* Road to Xanadu gives a remarkable account of the creative 

imagination and of its mysterious powers. He has examined the 
* 

various travel books, accounts of voyages, and natural histories 

which Coleridge is known to have read, and has traced the vivid 

imagery of the Ancient Mariner to its origin in these books 

as mere scraps of description. From his reading of Captain 

Cook, Father Bourzes, and Priestley, Coleridge stored away a 

nebula of images, all disconnected and unrelated. Then through 

thèse "shattered fragments of memory" the creative imagination 

moves and unifies this stream of imagery into significant wholes. 

The manifold given in fancy is organized into a living unity. 

Precisely in their proper context images are first reproduced, then 

reorganized. For example, Captain Cook*s Voyages describes the 

sea during a calm^ as covered with a kind of slime with small 
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animals swimming about which had a white shiny appearance, but 

emitted various colors as green and blue, and had the appearance 

of fire 5 Priestley speaks of the "slimy and putrescent matter" 

in the sea ; now from such bits of description Coleridge builds 

up into, 

"The very deep did rots 0 Christ! 
That ever this should be! 
Yea, slimy things did crawl with legs, 
Upon the slimy sea* 

About, about, in reel and rout 
The death-fires danced at night; 
The water, like a witches oils, 
Burnt green, and blue, and white," 

Thus the imagination presupposes a vivid sense experience; it 

is the condition under which this experience becomes meaningful* 

But it is no divine mystery; it "works its wonders through the 

exercise, in the main, of normal and intelligible powers*" Such 

a union of sense and intelligence yields the Beautiful. Let us 

now examine its nature. 

Coleridge’s method of inquiry was one of distinctions* 

Just as the distinction between reason and the understanding 

is essential in his metaphysics, prudence and morality in 

moral philosophy, the imagination and fancy in aesthetics, so 

he further regards the Agreeable and the Beautiful as each 

having a distinctive nature* We have only to recall Hartley 

or Alison to understand Coleridge’s firm insistence on such 

distinctions. For example, Hartley regards the conjunction of 

uniformity and variety as the principle source of beauty. Col¬ 

eridge would probably have accepted this part of the analysis, 

but then Hartley adds the phrase, "being made so partly by their 
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association with the beauties of nature."l? Alison adds a 

utilitarian flavor to his analysis of the Beautiful. 'The con¬ 

siderations of Design, of Fitness, and of Utility may be con¬ 

sidered as the three great sources of the Relative Beauty of 

Forms •"18 

The associationist was correct in denying the distinction 

between the Agreeable and the Beautiful. Should a difference 

exist, it could be only of degree not of kind. For what is 

left of human nature which is capable of choosing certain im¬ 

pressions as Beautiful over other equally vivid impressions as 

of less significance? All sensations are equally real, hence it 

is false to distinguish between them except as differing in 

degrees of intensity. In opposition to such theories, Coleridge 

accepts Kant*s analysis of the Agreeable as differing in kind 

from the Beautiful. For Kant, the Agreeable is that which the 

senses find pleasing in sensation. It not only approves of cer¬ 

tain sensuous experiences, but provokes a desire for their 

gratification. Coleridge treats the problem similarly; the 

Agreeable is "that which is congruous with the primary con¬ 

stitution of our senses;"19 it is a harmony between objects 

and the senses. He makes the distinction between that which 

pleases or arouses mere approval, and that which gratifies desire* 

Therefore, a sure criterion for distinguishing the Agreeable 

is that the sensation of pleasure, resulting from the congruity 

of an object with the senses "always precedes the judgment, as 

its determining cause." 

Obviously, if Beauty depends upon the mere association of 
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objects in the memory, there is no place on such a level for 

Coleridge’s creative imagination* Impressions behave too 

haphazardly; they are too contingent, too capricious. For 

that reason, he shifts the determining factor from the region 

of objective nature to subjective self-activity. By thus 

removing all personal likes and dislikes from the contemplation 

of an object, the creative imagination secures universal ap¬ 

proval for its activity. The pure imagination is a spontaneous 

act of will, and involves no conditioning concepts; however, 

being of the eternal one, yet also of the finite many, it is 

determined by its own nature to resolve thi3 hostility into 

agreement. Therefore the Beautiful is multeity in unity, it is 

"that in which the many, still seen as many becomes one;"20 it 

exists only in composition. 

The beauty in visual objects is due to two elements, lines 

and colors. The former is defined as belonging to the shapely, 

to law, to reason; and the latter as exemplifying the lively, 

the free, the spontaneous. These opposing elements become in¬ 

volved in a contest which is arbitrated and finally reconciled 

by the imagination. The free struggles to disengage itself from 

confining form. Coleridge aligns himself with Schelling rather 

than with Kant as regards this particular doctrine. For Kant, 

only design or pure form is a fit object for a judgment of taste* 

He denies color any significance for it typifies the. antithesis 

of law and design. Where Kant insists on form alone, Coleridge 

demands a unity of form with content. For Kant, disinterested 

delight is delight in pure form; color and tone are only charming, 
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though they may contribute to beauty through their "variety 

and contrast", that is, by rendering form more intuitible• 

When we perceive the Beautiful arising from the integrating 

power of the imagination, we experience an immediate satis¬ 

faction which refers not to any personal interest of our own, 

but which rests content with the mere contemplation of the object. 

The Beautiful must be distinguished from the Agreeable and the 

Good because these latter two involve an ulterior reference. If 

Beauty always requires an identity of opposing elements, what is 

its relation the the Agreeable? It is this: the "Agreeable can 

alone be a component part of the beautiful, namely that which is na¬ 

turally consonant with our senses by the pre-established harmony 

between nature and the human mind."2l Even then, only those sen¬ 

sations which are capable of being divided into parts may be ad¬ 

mitted. Otherwise, how could the many be reduced to ohe? An 

examination of the senses discloses only two, the eye and the ear, 

which are able to fulfill this requirement. The Beautiful may 

now be defined as the shapely joined with the naturally agree¬ 

able. This distinction between the Agreeable and the Beautiful 

constitutes Coleridge's polemic against those eighteenth century 

aesthetic theories which identify them as depending on extrinsic 

circumstances. There were also those who confused art with u- 

tility, the Beautiful with the Good; and against this school ' 

Coleridge merely reinterpreted Kant's distinction between the 

Beautiful and the Good. 

Kant analyzed the nature of the Good as involving a refer¬ 

ence not only to desire, but also to the interest aroused in the 
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subject by the actual existence of the object contemplated. 

Coleridge makes a similar analysis. The Good acts on the will 

to "excite a desire for the actual existence of the image or 

idea contemplated: while the sense of beauty rests gratified in 

the mere contemplation."22 Coleridge dismisses utilitarian 

principles, as being incapable of producing necessary and u- 

niversal Judgments of taste, by one or two well chosen examples. 

The instances which he selects admit of no other alternatives. 

For example, he chooses an organism, the oyster, and points out 

that its most useful organ, the protective outer shell, is less 

beautiful than the pearl inside it, which is really a disease. 

Then he observes that the necks of the ostrich and the swan, each 

equally useful to the respective animals, are unequal in point of 

beauty. But this argument would not be accepted by the utili¬ 

tarian. When he makes utility fundamental in aesthetics, he in¬ 

sists on the relation of usefulness to humanity, not to oysters 

and swans. On this basis, the oyster-argument confutes itself, 

for the pearl, despite its being a disease Jo the oyster, is 

more useful to man as an ornament than the oyster's shell. In 

summary, the Beautiful is neither that whicn is sensuously 

gratifying to the senses nor that which is determined by u- 

tilitarian considerations. It is the manifold expressed as a 

unity Dy the "esemplastic powers" of tne imagination. 

Now that Coleridge has established the limits which con¬ 

fine the province of the Beautiful, he inquires into the nature 

of taste as being the source of individual Judgments which express 
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disinterested delight. His first problem is to remove the vulgar 

conceptions of the term which have become associated with it 

because of its reference to the lower sense organs. Precisely 

how does taste differ as applied to the fine arts and as applied 

to the passive sensations? An answer to the question requires 

an analysis of the senses. This analysis discloses only two» 

sight and sound, which are perfectly organic, and which may be 

used to express aesthetic judgments. These two senses "have 

been classed as comparatively perfect organs, inasmuch as they 

present objects to us without necessarily referring our attention 

either to themselves or to our own being."23 if We keep in 

mind Coleridge’s reliance on Kantian aesthetics sill the way 

through, we may better understand the significance of this 

doctrine. From Kant he derived the notion that judgments must 

exhibit a disinterested nature. Consequently, the more organic 

senses of sight and hearing, since they involve no reference 

to the subject or the object, are the only ones capable of dis¬ 

interested judgments. The other senses "always combine the per¬ 

ception with the object." 

With these initial difficulties explained, Coleridge is 

prepared to define taste as involving primarily a subjective 

reaction. "By taste therefore, as applied to the fine arts, 

we must be supposed to mean.,..a sense of enjoyment or dislike 

co-instantaneously combined with, and appearing to proceed 

from, some intellectual perception of the object;—intellectual 

perception, I say; for otherwise it would be a definition of 

taste in its primary rather than in its metaphorical sense."24 
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Furthermore, it must not only connect, but also "combine and 

unite, a sense of immediate pleasure in ourselves, with the 

perception of external arrangement.n Aesthetic experience then 

involves the synthesis of two elements: our own reaction in terms 

of pleasure, and the disinterested perception of objects which 

sponsors the reaction. Therefore, when an individual commits 

himself to a judgment of taste, he is describing his feelings 

in the circumstances. This interpretation of the aesthetic 

experience leads to another problem: does taste have any fixed 

ideal or principle? 

Coleridge now brings up the Kantian doctrine of necessity 

in aesthetic judgments. Kant says, "In all judgments by which 

we describe anything as beautiful we tolerate no one else not 

being of the same opinion, and in taking up this position we do 

not rest our judgment upon concepts, but only on our feeling."25 

Now Coleridge approaches the problem more cautiously and makes 

certain qualifications in his solution of the problem. He would 

determine whether the reactions of all minds ought to be coin¬ 

cident with those of any sihgle individual. If they should, then 

individual judgments should legislate for all men. He would 

also determine whether judgments originate in that part of man*s 

nature which is wholly or partially identical in all rational 

beings. If the latter is true, then a place must be reserved 

for individual judgments of good and bad taste; if the former, 

then "everyman does and must expect and demand the universal 

acquiescence of all intelligent beings in every connection of 

his understanding. ,,26 
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Art, then, in its more profound sense, is the condition 

of all consciousness. It is the means by which man translates 

himself into nature and becomes one with the Infinite Creator, 

We may extend a foregoing quotation (p.64 ) to express this idea 

more clearly, "Art is the mediatress between, the reconciler of 

nature and man. It is, therefore, the power of humanizing nature, 

of infusing the thoughts and passions of man into everything which 

is the object of his contemplation: color, form, motion, and 

sound,,,,it stamps them into a unity in the mould of a moral idea."27 

Art is imitation, but imitation involves the co-existence of two 

opposing elements. Until these are reconciled, Beauty is not 

forthcoming. It is this reconcilation by the creative imagination 

which presupposes a "bond between nature in the higher sense and 

the soul of man,” Through art, human spirit translates itself 

into nature, and nature responds by identifying itself with 

human character. This is what Coleridge means when he says that 

outward forms can never reach the living center of the human soul. 

Both man and nature participate in a greater Spirit coursing 

through all the universe • This is the "higher sense" in which 

nature is linked with the soul of man. They disclose a kinship 

in perfection—-a perfection actualized by the mutual creation 

of spirit and body in works of art. In fine art, feelings are 

balanced with thought, image with idea, spirit with form, "In 

our life alone does nature live" because there is "one great 

principle common to both of them," Only in works of art is man's 

soul identified with the infinite I AM, here alone may the in¬ 

dividual take his stand with eternity, for there alone are all things 
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at once different and the same; "there alone, as the principle 

of all things, does distinction exist unaided by division; there 

are will and reason, succession of time and unmoving eternity, 

infinite change and ineffable restJ"28 

This is Coleridge's answer to those eighteenth century 

aesthetic theories which confused art with morality, with u- 

tility, and with mere pleasure. Aesthetic delight arises from 

the mere perception of a multiplicity of parts as organic mem¬ 

bers of a whole; the resulting satisfaction involves no ulterior 

reference to the object, nor any intervening interests of the 

subject. His arguments hinge upon the distinction between the 

Beautiful, the Good, and the Agreeable; between fancy and the 

imagination; and finally upon judgments of taste as mediating 

between the worlds of nature and of freedom. Coleridge would 

recognize these speculations as having only a philosophical 

value. They make no claims of being determinate guiding rules 

in specific art activity; they are concerned alone to formulate 

concepts of Beauty, of its value, and of its place in any com¬ 

prehensive system of ideas. Coleridge's aesthetic theories are 

nonetheless equaled by his subtle critical analysés of the 

specific arts. He enters the province of the artist himself, 

and applies the principles of criticism which his theoretical 

speculations have provided. Let us see how he applies them in 

practice• 

First, what are the symptoms of poetic power? How can we 

distinguish genius from mere talent? The first requirement is 
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a perfection of technique. Versification must be adapted to 

the tenor of the subject; the march of words should never pass 

into a loftier or more maje31 ixrhythm than the thought demands. 

Such details as imagery, incidents, and feelings, can be ac¬ 

quired through experience, but the art of combining them with 

a poetic form is the work of a creative imagination. A second 

promise of genius is revealed in the inpersonal attitude which 

the poet takes in selecting his subject matter. Genuine poetic 

power is best disclosed when the writer holds his own private 

interests and feelings aloof from those whom he portrays. He 

must exhibit passions but not participate in them; it is then 

that you seem to "be told nothing, but to see and hear everything." 

As a third symptom of poetic genius, Coleridge emphasizes the 

need of the poet to modify images by a predominant passion; the 

result is the manifold reduced to a unity. More than mere 

accuracy in representation of imagery is required. Imagery 

must mould itself to fit the circumstances and characters to 

be portrayed. The last requirement is a depth and energy of 

thought. "No man was ever a great poet, without being at the 

same time a profound philosopher." In Shakespeare's poetry for 

example, "the creative power and the intellectual energy wrestle 

as in a war embrace." But the two are reconciled; knowledge is 

wedded to feeling in creative power. 

These principles are based on a study of Shakespeare, but 

they may be generalized to include all poetic activity. Let us 

now analyze Coleridge's criticism of Wordsworth's theory of poetic 

diction as an extension of these principles. Wordsworth regarded 
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rustic life as favorable subject matter for poetry; he advo¬ 

cated the diction of rustic life as essentially poetic, for 

feelings of the common man are simpler, more natural, hence 

more expressive of human character and therefore more significant* 

Such feelings may be more accurately contemplated, hence more 

forcibly communicated; and communication of pleasure is the 

essence of poetry. Coleridge maintains that such''a theory is 

defective* In fact, Wordsworth's own excellencies defeat his 

theory of diction* His poetry discloses a perfect appropriate¬ 

ness of words to meaning, a correspondent weight of thoughts 

and sentiments* It reveals a union of deep thought with keen 

sensibility, and a power of imagination in its highest sense* 

How can Wordsworth entertain such a theory and at the same time 

write such noble poetry? 

Coleridge rejects rustic life as significant in the for¬ 

mation of diction, In the first place, Wordsworth's rule is 

applicable to only certain kinds of poetry; it cannot become 

a general principle* And to those kinds of poetry to which it 

is applicable, its aptness has never been questioned* Words¬ 

worth has simply extended one type of poetic diction beyond its 

proper limits* The most meaningful part of language is that 

derived from the mind's reflection on its own activity, not 

that referring solely to objects in nature* Furthermore, poetry 

is ideal; it should exclude all individual and accidental detail 

in favor of a generic representation. A poem should represent 

a class, a unity. How the order of words in rustic language is 

one of disjunction. It has no feeling for the whole but proceeds 
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as in a mere succession, hence it is unsuitable as the language 

of poetry. Also, Wordsworth*s poetry itself shows that it is no 

mere imitation of rustic life. His best poetry finds expression 

out of his own meditative mind. Take as examples, 

"The thrush is busy in the wood." 

and, 

"Both earth and sky keep jubilee.,,,, 

This is not the language of the common man; the very expressive 

ordering of the words and the delicate though profound imagery 

connote a sensitive reflective mind. . Hence, to exclude from 

Wordsworth *s poetry all of that which is not founded on his theory 

is to remove at least two-thirds of it, and the best part at that. 

Coleridge gave several series of lectures on Shakespeare, 

some of which have not been preserved. He usually spoke extem¬ 

poraneously , hence he was not likely to cite explicitly his 

borrowings from other critics. So he has been condemned as a 

plagiarist; but despite this unfortunate plagiarism controversy, 

Coleridge’s genius as a critic remains unquestioned. That his 

borrowings from Schlegel amounted in some cases to mere trans¬ 

lations, few scholars deny, but as Raysor points out,29 these 

borrowings rarely affect the detailed analysis of particular 

plays. He tells us that Hamlet was the character which impressed 

50 
upon his mind the need for an adequate philosophical criticism. 

He is engaged - primarily in defending Shakespeare from the unjust 

criticisms of the eighteenth century. 

The classic insistence on perfection of form which character¬ 

izes the eighteenth century critics, condemned Shakespeare's 
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conceits and puns and other irregularities of diction* Such 

utter trivialities should have no rightful place in a serious 

work of art* Raysor explains that Coleridge*s defense of 

Shakespeare’s puns, a defense relying on philosophical ideas, 

is unsatisfactory*^ But let us look to his treatment of par¬ 

ticular instances* For example, Coleridge analyzes Hamlet's 

words, 

"A little more than kin, and less than kind,” 

thus: "No one can have heard quarrels among the vulgar but must 

have noticed the close connection of punning with angry con¬ 

tempt* Add to what is highly characteristic of superfluous 

activity of mind, a sort of playing with a thread or watch-chain 

or snuff-box*"32 Thus, puns are due to an exuberance of mind, 

exulting contempt, or resentment* So conceits and puns are 

vindicated; they are the passions which carry off its excess 

by play on words; they belong naturally and appropriately to 

the drama. 

Coleridge also defends Shakespeare against the charge of 

using vile and immoral language* Shakespeare always kept his 

moral values straight; "he never inverted the order of nature 

and propriety;"33 "he never clothed vice in the garb of virtue."34 

He never "caused an excitement of passion which he flattered to 

degrade, never used what was faulty for a faulty purpose; carried 

no warfare against virtue, by which wickedness could be made to 

appear as not wickedness, and where our sympathy was to be 

trapped in the misfortunes of vice."33 Coleridge's chief 

argument consists in the distinction between manners and morals. 
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Maimers are the particular fashions of an age; they carry no 

moral significance. Many pages of Shakespeare are indeed re¬ 

plete with offenses against decency, hut usually what offends 

now was only the ordinary language of that age. Moreover, if 

such offenses were committed intentionally, they were done not 

wantonly, hut for the sake of merriment. 

Coleridge also answers the neo-classic charge that Shakes¬ 

peare violated the sacred unities. He begins hy distinguishing 

between rules and principles in literary criticism, interpreting 

the former as refe^ing to accidental circumstances involved in 

the drama of a particular time and place, and the latter not as 

a means to an end (as in the case of rules) hut as the supreme 

end in itself. The underlying principle of a drama must he 

established before it can he known what rules are even necessary* 

Hence it were absurd to lay down a set of rules and require that 

drama conform to them. A principle, an idea, must first he con¬ 

ceived. Without principles, miles are superfluous. How as 

regards the three unities, are they rules or principles? Approach¬ 

ing the problem historically, Coleridge justifies Shakespeare's 

method hy pointing out the differences in the dramatic require¬ 

ments of classic and romantic art. He shows how the unities of 

time jmd place were mere accidental detail attached to the Athenian 

drama. The unity of action alone "deserved the name of a prin¬ 

ciple, and in this Shakespeare stood preeminent. Yet instead 

of unity of action I should greatly prefer the more appropriate 

tho' scholastic and uncouth words—homogeneity, proportion¬ 

ateness, and totality of interest."35 Shakespeare, like Sophocles, 

r 
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had to accommodate his genius to the spiritual requirements of 

his age. Thus, that law of unity "which has its foundations in 

nature itself, the unity of feeling, is everywhere and at all 

times observed by Shakespeare in his plays."37 

It is generally agreed that Coleridge's most profound work 

was his analysis of the character of Hamlet. Perhaps, as Raysor 

observes, Hamlet more easily lent himself to a romantic mind than 

most of Shakespeare's other characters. That would explain why 

the neo-classics considered him a "Misgrowth or lusus of the 

capricious and irregular genius of Shakespeare,"38 and also why 

the new romantic thinkers, as Goethe and Schlegel, regarded him 

as one of the most sublime creations of modern art. Coleridge 

felt a deep kinship with the type of psychology which Hamlet dis¬ 

played. "I have a smack of Hamlet myself, if I may say so," Col¬ 

eridge writesAt any rate, Coleridge displays unusual subtlety 

in his analysis of Hamlet's character, and gives him an inter¬ 

pretation which persists to this day. Hamlet's true character 

can best be revealed by a study of Shakespeare's own philosophy 

of mind. His method of creating characters consists in portraying 

any "one intellectual or moral faculty in morbid excess;" and 

the type of mind which Shakespeare builds in Hamlet's character 

is one which exemplifies "the moral necessity of a due balance 

between our attention to the objects of our senses, and our 

meditations on the working of our minds."38 Hamlet exhibits an 

overbalance of the imaginative power; he is too much concerned 

with the world within to respond normally to the world without. 

For that reason he loses his "natural power of action." This, 

according to Coleridge is the guiding principle behind the drama. 
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Shakespeare wished to impress upon us the truth that action is 

the chief end of existence; that no faculties of the intellect 

can "be considered valuable if they render us repugnant to moral 

activity* Hamlet is full of purpose, but "devoid of that quality 

of mind which accomplishes purpose." Hamlet's excessive 

reflectiveness causes him to seek refuge in the mental realm 

of images where the demand for action is soothed away by in¬ 

decision and indefiniteness. That is why Hamlet "mistakes the 

seeing his chains for the breaking them, delays action till 

action is of no use, and dies the victim of mere circumstance 

and accident."40 



Chapter V 

Conclusion 

What is now to be our final estimate of Coleridge as an 

interpreter of German Idealism? Shall we say with Professor 

Muirhead that "the system Coleridge himself wrought out is far 

more rightly conceived as a genuine product of his own essential¬ 

ly English genius than as a development of German Idealism,"! 

or with Mr. Wellek that "Coleridge had in mind a system, but 

what he accomplished is merely the heterogeneous combination 

of different systems....It is the failure of a poet and critic 

to think consistently and originally."2 Wellek regards Col¬ 

eridge as constructing a system of ideas simply by heaping 

together notions which are themselves sometimes contradictory, 

and failing to integrate them. On the other hand, Miss Snyder 

finds that Coleridge's thinking discloses "an alertness to 

intellectual conclusions that often thwarted the forward march 

of his thought, but gave to each stage of the process a sig¬ 

nificance that the uninitiated could not suspect."3 

As against Professor Muirhead, who denies Coleridge any 

essential kinship with German transcendentalism, but treats 

his philosophy as a development of Platonism in English thought, 

we have sought to present him as an interpreter of German Idealism 

in England. Coleridge's early training in Plato, it is true, 

manifests itself not infrequently, and perhaps dominates his 

later religious writings; but his most original thinking was 

guided by transcendental principles. By revising these prin¬ 

ciples to accord with his English genius, he challenges eight- 
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eenth century empirical metaphysics and utilitarian ethics. 

In the final analysis, Coleridge must be regarded as a critic, 

and not as a constructive systematic philosopher, 

Coleridge*s body could not accommodate his sensitive mind. 

His was a personality unsustained by any healthy contact with 

physical existence; the tragedy of its failure is the tragedy 

of a soul unable to harmonize itself with nature. Nurtured 

on its own sensibility, such a mind, though searching cease¬ 

lessly for an. anchorage in the eternal and the necessary, is 

more apt to engage in an ever-expanding effusiveness, Coleridge 

was not unaware of his faults. A continual consciousness of 

his inability to ever respond in terms of duty to that eternal 

divine sovereign, conscience, made him all the more sensitive to 

it and intensified more and more his sense of failure. The ever- 

widening cleavage between the worlds of reason and the under¬ 

standing was no mere borrowing from Kant. Coleridge*s failure 

to reconcile the ideal with the real claimed for itself no excuse 

which logic could supply. Separation from the actual denied 

him the energy by which he might have achieved significance in 

the ideal. This bitter sense of failure had obsessed him since 

the days when he had walked among the Quantock hills and wan¬ 

dered through the forests of Alfoxden; these experiences re¬ 

vealed to him the first and only time of his life the essential 

spiritual kinship between the soul of man and "the leaves and 

flowers that lie around me," a kinship in which intelligence 

is blended with feeling and image with idea. His failure 
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to maintain this kinship caused him to devote the remaining 

years of hid life to religious speculations. 

The last years of Coleridge's life represent the phil» 

osopher coming to terms with the theologian; but we also see 

him degenerate while worshipfully seeking a regeneration in 

spirit* The facts of his feverish life defeat the accusation 

that his insatiate hungering for the divine was mere verbal 

piety; but those same facts describe a life that ended in a 

blundering failure, the failure of an imaginative mind wedded 

to an infirm and unwholesome body* Coleridge sought escape from 

his bodily ills in forgetfulness by yielding to the laudanum 

bottle* He sought his intellectual escape in a metaphysical 

quest for absolute principles, for Beauty, and for God* Meta¬ 

physics in the end gave way to religion* Coleridge's religious 

problem, then, was more than a reinterpretation of Christian 

values as distinguished from the ritual of a conventual orthodoxy* \'c 

He had to assign personality a new meaning, a meaning which 

could not be confined within a conceptual frame* So he undertook 

to refute not only the boasted enemies of Christianity, but also 

those orthodox theologians under whose tutelage the religious 

experience had degenerated into a shallow formalism. The 

empirical movement in England, despite its occasional assurances 

of piety, nourished the misgrowths of materialism and atheism, 

and was to be resisted* Thus, Coleridge's insistence on the 

distinction between reason and the understanding emphasized 

truths the rejection of which had involved the eighteenth cen- 
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tury speculations in treacherous defects. The religious ex¬ 

perience may not he approached by the understanding because 

human character itself eludes this logical faculty. The most 

vital part of human nature is spiritual; it is ignored by 

formal logic because it cannot be reduced to abstract concepts# 

Certain great events occur which we can only feel or appre¬ 

hend, not understand. Coleridge was thus prepared to defend 

the divine mysteries of the Christian faith, to demonstrate 

them as wholly in keeping with man’s rational nature, and to 

exalt the Christian religion as the perfection of all human 

intelligence • 

How, then, shall we defend him from the charges of "sat¬ 

isfied hypocrisy" and "apologetic self-deception" (such as 

Fausset, for example, makes), from the accusation that he was 

a God-befuddled man and that he degraded "Kant’s philosophy of 

absolutes to serve the uses of a merely local and conservative 

piety?" If Coleridge’s philosophy was a self-deception, then 

we are all in a sense deceivers and any positive view of intellect 

melts away into the borderline realm of shadows and dreams. 

If it was self-deception, it was aggressive rather than apolo¬ 

getic. And to speak of Coleridge's religious attitude as a 

"satisfied hypocrisy" is to misconstrue the very meaning of 

his character. Ho thinker could have been more dissatisfied 

with his existence yet more sincere in his beliefs than Col¬ 

eridge. His religious devotion was never a complacent one; 

he might have degraded Kant's philosophy of absolutes, but to 

say that his purpose in doing so was to preserve a "merely 
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local and conservative piety” is to accuse him of that which 

he above all things scorned* 

Logical rigor was not his chief merit; nor did he for¬ 

mulate any revolutionary doctrines* His firm insistence on 

a spiritual principle which would take cognizance of man^s 

capacity for moral conduct, of his ideals and ambitions, of 

his hopes for an eternal life, was no new one. It is not 

his particular ptatèment of the problem which concerns us 

in the final analysis; "the influence of Coleridge•••• extends 

far beyond those who share in the peculiarities of his 

religious or philosophical creed* He has been the great 

awakener in this country of the spirit of philosophy, within 

the bounds of traditional opinions* He has been the great 

questioner of things established*"^ Coleridge is ready to 

affirm that behind all changing appearances exists the Divine 

Idea; reality is not divided into phenomena and noumena; it 

is spirit all the way through* Hence, his duty was to re¬ 

establish the eternal spiritual force in the relationships 

between men. His problem was to recreate a spiritual attitude 

in England, to reaffirm the unspeakable divine significance 

which is the presence of God in all men and in all things. We 

have observed that Coleridge's thinking is incoherent and with¬ 

out system, but it is not for that reason without sig¬ 

nificance. His idealism, inadequate as it certainly was, might 

not have been a cure, but it was an effective antidote to eight¬ 

eenth century materialism, and it prepared the way for a saner 

and more systematic idealism in British thought. 
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